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ABSTRACT

IMPACTS OF TECHNOLOGY COACHING ON TEACHER PRACTICES
FEBRUARY 2006
RUTH-ELLEN VEROCK-O’LOUGHLIN, B.A. UNIVERSITY OF
MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
M.Ed., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Ed.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Directed by: Professor Robert W. Maloy
This dissertation examines the impact of technology coaching on teachers’ use
of technology as a professional and instructional resource in a higher education and
public school technology coaching partnership called e-TEAMS. In this project,
teachers who had identified themselves as generally “not confident” or “somewhat
confident” in their abilities to integrate technology into classroom practice were paired
for a semester with e-coaches who were college students possessing up-to-date
knowledge of computers and other information technologies, to design and teach
lessons that infused computers, the Internet, videos and other technologies into English,
mathematics, science, and history teaching. Teachers found that the presence of an ecoach helped them to envision new ways to use technology in teaching. Generally,
teachers who used inquiry-based teaching methods tended to incorporate technology
into instruction more easily than did teachers who tended to use traditional teaching
methods. Teachers noted that e-coaching was a new experience, making the process of
working with an e-coach one of new learning through gradual progress with some
setbacks.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

So we are in the classroom now with four computers with access to the Internet,
lots of CD ROM learning ... the Geo Safaris and these electronic spellers that I
find so helpful for kids because they [kids] want what they have always wanted.
They want to play with electricity! Because of the [technology] these kids are
able to control more of their learning environment. And I am able to make
learning more interesting for more children . . .more than anything I ever
anticipated when I started out teaching.
Kindergarten Teacher and 2002-2003 NTTI participant

Background
Teachers have been slow to embrace technology as an instructional and
professional tool. On the one hand, over 90% of the nation’s schools have Internet
access (80% have high-speed access) and 84% of teachers have at least one computer in
their room or in a nearby lab (Park & Staresina, 2004). At the same time, teachers are
not using technology extensively in their teaching. In Maryland, a state with one of the
nation’s most favorable student-to-computer ratios (4 computers to every 1 student),
researchers found “only 13% of public schools statewide report their students are using
technology to display data on a daily or almost daily basis. Only 9% of schools report
their students manipulate, analyze or interpret information daily or almost daily.” In
high poverty schools, students are far less likely to use technology for tasks that require
“higher level thinking and meaningful application of knowledge and skills” (Maryland
Business Roundtable for Education, 2005).
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In Massachusetts, researchers from USEIT (Use, Support and Effect of
Instructional Technology Study) found computer use by students greatly exceeded
computer use by teachers. While teachers said that technology was “valuable to their
|L

teaching,” 8

iL

and 11

graders reported that over 50% of their teachers “never use

computers when teaching” (Russell, Bebell, et al., 2003a, p. 67). Fifth graders reported
using computers more in school that their teachers were using computers to teach.
Older students were given more computer-based assignments than younger students,
but, with the exception of 8

grade science and 11

grade English, students did not use

computers in the academic classes a majority of the time (Russell, Bebell, et al., 2003b,
p. 60).
These findings from Maryland and Massachusetts confirm a pattern in teachers’
relationships with technology. In the late 1990s, a survey of 4,100 educators
nationwide found that only one in ten teachers met the criteria of what researchers
deemed to be exemplary computer users (Becker & Ravitz, 2001; Becker, 2000b).
According to the researchers, “while the majority of American teachers (71%) assign
computer work to students at least occasionally, only about one third do so on a regular
basis.” Use of computers varied greatly by academic discipline:
30% of English teachers and 43% of elementary teachers (those who teach
the traditional self-contained class) assign computer work frequently while
only one in six science teachers, one in eight math teachers, and one in ten
social studies and fine arts teachers do. (Becker, Ravitz, & Wong, 1999,

p. i)
So, while schools have invested heavily in hardware and software, teaching
practices remain largely unchanged. In most classrooms, computers feature drill and
practice, not open-ended software; students use word processing at the publishing but
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not the composing stage of the writing process; the Internet serves as an encyclopedia of
information, but not a place for research and analysis. Digital cameras, scanners and
hand-held or wireless devices receive scant consideration.
One result is a growing “digital disconnect” between students who are on the
whole highly Internet-savvy and who use computes to streamline all types of educational
tasks - inside and outside of school - and their teachers whose integration of technology
into classroom content seems painfully slow by comparison (Levin & Arafeh, 2002).
Ironically, researcher Larry Cuban (2001, p. 178) noted, “in the midst of the swift spread
of computers and the Internet to all facets of American life, ‘e-learning’ in public
schools has turned out to be word processing and Internet searches.”

A Staff Development Challenge
Finding effective ways to support teachers in technology integration in the
classroom has been a perplexing professional development challenge. In-service
workshops have rarely promoted new attitudes or behaviors. Following the workshop
presentation, a familiar pattern ensues: Teachers, caught in the demands of daily work,
do not fully assimilate theoretical concepts about technology applications or recall
specific “how to” strategies for using resources or other technological tools. As time
passes, teachers avoid using those technologies they do not fully understand. As a
result, computers, new software, the Internet, and other machines remain under-used in
many schools.
How do staff developers overcome this persistent technology integration
problem? Change theorists have described the complexities of introducing new
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practices into school cultures (Sarason, 1993; Fullan, 1991; Jones & Maloy, 1988).
Those involved with trying to change schools, observed Seymour Sarason more than
two decades ago, often “remain imprisoned in conceptions that are based on
assumptions that never get verbalized and, therefore, challenged” (Sarason, 1982, p.
28). New ideas are introduced as mission statements and policy directives but do not
make their way into the details of teachers’ daily work lives. Teachers, pressed for time
cannot easily change what they are doing to incorporate the latest innovations. Even
when teachers sincerely want to try something new, they often find themselves
overwhelmed by the logistics of figuring out how to do it.
Are there ways out of these persistent stalemates? What change strategies will
support teachers in realizing the potential of technology? This dissertation examines the
experience of classroom teachers in “e-TEAMS,” a pilot technology coaching
partnership involving the University of Massachusetts, Amherst, and urban, suburban,
and rural public schools located in the Connecticut River Valley section of western
Massachusetts. The e-TEAMS model pairs graduate students from the University with
elementary, middle and high school teachers who have identified themselves as “not
confident” or “somewhat confident” in integrating technology into classroom practice.
The graduate students act as “technology coaches,” providing technical and academic
support to the classroom teachers. Together, teacher and e-coach plan and implement
classroom lessons that incorporate technology (broadly defined as computer, Internet,
video, and handheld resources) into the teaching of required curriculum topics in
English, mathematics, the sciences, or history/social studies.
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Technology Coaching and the e-TEAMS Project
Teachers coaching teachers is a promising development practice (Hargrove,
1995; Pelletier, 1999). Such coaching approaches work because many classroom
teachers are more receptive to ideas and suggestions from their fellow practitioners.
Consultants, college faculty, and technical experts are regarded as too detached from the
realities of the classroom. Peers, by contrast, are seen as credible sources of
information because they have been immersed in the day-to-day issues and concerns of
planning and delivering curriculum.
e-TEAMS offers a study of change in action that other teachers and teacher
educators can use to build their own models of technology integration. This study
examines the impact of technology coaching six teachers who participated in the eTEAMS technology coaching project between 2002 and 2005.
The catalyst for e-TEAMS was the National Teacher Training Institute (NTTI),
organized by WNET in New York City, and conducted by some 25 public television
stations around the country, including WGBY in western Massachusetts between 1992
and 2001. Each year, a small number of teachers in a public television station service
area develop two standards-based, technology-enhanced lesson plans and implement
them in their elementary, middle or high school classrooms. At least half of the lesson
plans must be in mathematics or the sciences. Teachers then present their lesson ideas
at a regional conference of educators. In support of their efforts, teachers receive a
small stipend of $500 and the lesson plans are distributed nationally by participating
public television stations.
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e-TEAMS added technology coaching to WGBY’s NTTI lesson plan
development model. Previously, NTTI teachers wrote lesson plans on their own
following a short training session conducted by public television staff members. Since
the NTTI program tended to attract teachers who were already well versed in using
technology, working alone did not prove an obstacle to getting innovative lessons
designed and implemented. These technology-knowledgeable teachers already had
many ideas about how to make computers, the Internet, and video part of their
curriculum. But many teachers in area schools felt less confident of their computer
skills or technology knowledge.
Ten teachers were chosen for WGBY’s 2002-2003 NTTI program, all but one of
whom rated herself or himself as “not confident” or “somewhat confident” at using
technology in the classroom. (A high school physics teacher reported that he was
“confident” in technology integration.) Each teacher was from a “high-need school
district” based on Massachusetts Department of Education criteria, including the
number of families living in poverty, low state-wide achievement test scores, and
number of students speaking English as a new language. Each teacher (except the
physics teacher) was paired with an e-coach from the University.
Each e-coach was an experienced teacher who was pursuing a master’s or
doctoral degree in the School of Education. Each e-coach also rated herself or himself
as “very confident” in using technology for professional purposes. T he researcher who
had been an NTTI teacher the previous year served as an e-coach during the first eTEAMS Project cycle.
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Teachers and coaches met for the first time in October at a three-hour training
session held at WGBY that provided an overview on ways to use the World Wide Web
and educational videos in classrooms, e-coaching then proceeded according to the
following schedule:
•

Teacher and coach discussed the teacher’s immediate teaching goal sand
possible ways to infuse technology into lesson plans and curriculum units.

•

Together, they decided on a broad focus for coaching, including the academic
content (math, science, language arts, or history) and the type of technology
(Internet, video, digital cameras, educational software, or PowerPoint
presentations).

•

Each coach visited the teacher’s classroom, met with the students, and, if
possible, the school principal. The teacher was introduced to the “Standards
Connector,” a University-sponsored website that containing Internet and
educational video resources for teaching academic content included in the
Massachusetts Curriculum Frameworks.

•

Each coach conducted technology demonstrations for the teacher, either in the
form of co-teaching a lesson using technology in the teacher’s classroom or by
doing a one-on-one technology coaching session directly with the teacher
outside of class.

•

After teacher and coach decided on their first NTTI lesson plan area, they
researched the lesson, identifying technological resources and further learning
how to use technological tools. They began writing the lesson plan using an
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NTTI lesson plan template. In some cases, the coach wrote the first draft of the
lesson plan.
•

After the lesson was taught, teacher and coach assessed the experience, made
changes to the design, and completed the NTTI lesson plan template. They
reviewed the written lesson together with the coach acting as a supportive editor.

•

The process was repeated for the second NTTI lesson plan.

Changes in Teacher Practices
Teachers and coaches found many creative ways to connect computers, videos,
the Internet, and other technologies to the teaching of the required academic curriculum.
One elementary school teacher decided to include technology in a unit on transportation
she taught every year to her first graders, but she was unsure how to do it. Ruth, her ecoach, found two websites particularly useful. “Paperplane Workman,” available at
http://www.workman.eom//fliersclub/dl_skyhawk_inst.html, featured step-by-step
directions for designing paper airplanes modeled after a 1998 Guinness Book of World
Records design. Paper airplanes thus became the vehicles for learning about
measurement in centimeters, inches, and feet, as well as an opportunity to compare and
contrast the affects of design, direction, and thrust on a model’s flight.
“Adopt-A-Pilot,” a second website hosted by Southwest Airlines, available at
http://www.southwest.com/about_swa/press/adopt_a_pilot.html, connected students
with an airplane pilot while inviting them to track the pilot’s flight patterns across the
map. The classroom received a “virtual pilot” and the chance to communicate with the
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pilot through email. The students used mathematics, geography, reading, and writing
skills as they gained a new way to think about airplanes and around-the-world travel.
A kindergarten teacher wanted to find ways to connect families with school and
to ease the transition that many five-year-olds face when they begin spending a full day
at school for the first time. Janna, her e-coach, devised a way to use digital cameras and
PowerPoint software to create electronic postcards for the children from their parents.
During the first week of school when families came to visit the classroom, parents had
their picture taken and then recorded a message to their child. Once loaded into the
classroom computer, students could view the picture and hear the message whenever
they wanted - a popular activity for many youngsters.
Later in the year, the teacher and her e-coach reversed the message direction by
having each student record a postcard for their families to be played at the first
family/teacher conference. Throughout the project the children were exploring the
purpose of letters, notes, and cards as forms of written communication - one of the
district’s required K-l language arts curriculum topics. Digital cameras and interactive
software also introduced a new publishing venue that allowed children to publish audio
and visual versions of stories, reports, and poems.
A middle school teacher and her e-coach made video and Internet technology
the centerpieces of a new unit on the Arab-Israeli conflict. Leah, the e-coach, did the
initial research, locating a PBS video, “50 Years War: Israel and the Arabs,” and
previewing a number of websites as ways to provide students with an historical
background of the Middle East since World War II. Leah then located individuals in
the community who were willing to come to the school and present viewpoints on the
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need for a Palestinian state. After watching segments from the video, and reviewing
web materials, the students were ready to engage the community speakers in a lively
dialogue at a school assembly.

Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study is to examine the impact of technology coaching on
how teachers use technology as a professional and instructional resource. A professional
resource means using technology to help do the work of a teacher such as researching,
curriculum, writing memos and notes, keeping grades, and maintaining records. And
instructional resource means using technology to help teach students both in and out of
the classroom such as using PowerPoint, showing videos, giving web-based
assignments, and developing a class website.

Research Questions
The goals of this dissertation, restated as a series of research questions, follow:
1) Will technology coaching have an impact on teacher readiness and
confidence in technology integration?
2) Will technology coaching have an impact on the learning of new
technological skills by coached teachers?
3)

Will technology coaching have an impact on teachers using technology as
professional support and curriculum development tool?

4) Will technology coaching have an impact on technology as an instructional
delivery tool?
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Rationale and Significance of Study
The e-TEAMS project offers a rich source of information about the dynamics of
technology coaching and teacher professional development. Thirty-seven teachers
participated in the project between 2002 and 2005. They came from multiple grade
levels, kindergarten through Grade 12, and from multiple subject fields, including
mathematics, the sciences, English, and history/social studies. They represented all
types of communities, including urban, rural, and suburban. They integrated a variety
of new technologies into their teaching, including computers, Internet resources,
handheld and wireless devices, digital productivity tools, video and audiotapes, and
digital cameras and scanners. Teachers worked with coaches for at least one academic
semester, meeting and communicating regularly about how technology might change
instructional and professional practices.
In order for teachers to adopt new teaching practices, those practices must be
firmly rooted in a model that promotes a sustainable technological culture. This
sustainable culture begins by protecting the needs and interests that are central to a
successful teaching and learning experience in the classroom. A sustainable culture
may yield new and innovative curriculum design and a re-evaluation of pedagogy
energized by inquiry and information relative to the student and teacher need. An ecoaching focus may minimize the barriers between the access to technology and the
needs of students by promoting current and relevant technological practice. An eTEAMS partnership may offer e-teachers and students the opportunity to re-evaluate
existing technological practices and tools for their maximum amount of teaching
potential as well as integrating new technologies with meaningful purpose.

11

Definition of Terms
1. CD-ROM: (Compact Disc - Read Only Memory) CD-ROMs house up to 650
megabytes of memory. A CD-ROM can only be read by a CD-ROM drive.
2. Constructivism: A theory of learning and knowing that holds that learning is an
active process of knowledge construction in which learners build on prior
knowledge and experience to shape meaning and construct new knowledge
(Lambert & Walker, 1995) and available online at
http://www.nifl.gov/lincs/collections/eff.html
3.

Digital Cameras: A camera that captures and stores still images as digital data
instead of on photographic film. The first digital cameras became available in
the early 1990s. At http://www/hyperdictionary.com/dictionary/digital+camera.

4.

Digital Divides and Disconnects: Used to describe ways that people are
separated from technology directly or indirectly- as related to gender, race,
socioeconomic status (divide) or by level of knowledge and interest(disconnect).

5.

e-Coaches: Graduate students who are affiliated with the University of
Massachusetts who are interested in ways that technology can be incorporated
into classrooms. e-Coaches typically have formal or informal teaching
experience and are enrolled in a 3-credit seminar course focused on technology
integration into elementary, middle, or high school classrooms.

6.

Educational Computing Machines (ECs): A term coined by the author that
moves the focus of computers being defined as personal machines to computers
as educational tools.
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7.

EFX: Motion picture studio shorthand for “effects.”

8. HyperStudio: A brand name for a multi-media software authoring program.
HyperStudio is popular with educators.
9.

Intelligent Tutoring Systems: Software packages that cater to individual
students and offer multiple methods of teaching children in dynamic and childcentered ways.

10. Instant Message (IM). Instant messaging (sometimes called IM or IMing) is the
ability to easily see whether a chosen friend or co-worker is connected to the
Internet and, if they are, to exchange messages with them. Instant messaging
differs from ordinary e-mail in the immediacy of the message exchange and also
makes a continued exchange simpler than sending e-mail back and forth. Most
exchanges are text-only. However, some services, such as AOL, allow voice
messaging and file sharing. (SearchMobileComputing.com at
http://searchmobilecomputing.techtarget.com/sDefinition/0„sid40_gci510743,00
.html)
11. Internet: The Internet sometimes called simply “the Net,” is a worldwide
system of computer networks - a network of networks in which users at any one
computer can, if they have permission, get information from any other computer
(and sometimes talk directly to users at other computers). It was conceived by
the Advanced Research Projects Agency (ARPA) of the U.S. government in
1969 and was first known as the ARPANET. The original aim was to create a
network that would allow users of a research computer at one university to be
able to “talk” to researcher computes at other universities. A side benefit of
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ARPANET’S design was that, because messages could be routed or rerouted in
more than one direction, the network could continue to function even if parts of
it were destroyed in the event of a military attack or other disaster. Whatis7.com
http://whatis.techtarget.eom/defmition/0,289893,sid9_gci212370,00. html
12. Internet browsers: Software that allows people to view HTML code and other
related material. Some examples of browsers would be Internet Explorer and
NetScape Navigator. This software can be downloaded from the World Wide
Web.
13. Master Teacher: A term sued by WGBY’s NTTI project for teachers who are
proficient in using technology as part of their classroom instruction and who
have participated in a year of lesson plan development.
14. Microworlds: Interactive software used as cognitive tools that allow a person to
program, test laws, and create and define objects within a specially defined and
designed environment.
15. MUD Multiuser Games: A MUD or Multi-User Dungeon is an inventively
structured social experience on the internet, managed by a computer program
and often involving a loosely organized context or theme, such as a rambling old
castle with many rooms or a period in national history. Some MUDs are
ongoing adventure games; others are educational in purpose; and others are
simply social. (Whatisit?.com http://whatis.techtarget.com/defmition/
0„sid9_gci212609,00.html)
16. Multimedia: Diverse technologies that allow visual and audio media to be
combined in new ways for the purpose of communicating. Multimedia often
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refers to computers and the software that combines video and audio together.
Also included in this definition are:
a.

PowerPoint: a multi-media software publishing program. PowerPoint is
popular with educators.

b. Real-time: the act and the experience of technology happening in the
moment. Some real-time technologies include: Instant messaging, video
conferencing, chat rooms, and other communicating tools that provide
instant connections to other persons, places, and things.
c.

Scanners: A scanner is a device that captures images from photographic
prints, posters, magazine pages, and similar sources for computer editing
and display. Scanners come in hand-held, feed-in, and flatbed types and
for scanning black-and-white only, or color.
SearchMobileComputing.com. At: http://searchmobilecomputing.
techtarget.com/sDefinition/o„sid40_gci212942,00.html

17. Technology: Technology researcher Harvey Barnett (2003) of Apple Classroom
of Tomorrow defines technology as innovative tools that sustain children’s and
teachers’ interest in a particular subject. Examples of such resources include
videos and video recorders, Internet-based activities and lessons, mind-engaging
software, wired and wireless hand-held communication devices, and digital
cameras and scanners, and so on.
18. Traditional self-contained class: Traditionally found in elementary schools, a
classroom that is usually run by one teacher who is responsible for teaching all
of the core academic subject areas.
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19. WiFi “hotspot”: Wi-Fi (short for “wireless fidelity”) is the popular term for a
high-frequency wireless local area network (WLAN). The Wi-Fi technology is
rapidly gaining acceptance in many companies as an alternative to a wired LAN
It can also be installed for a home network. At SearchMobileComputing.com.
http://serachmobilecomputing.techtarget.com/sDefmition/0„sid40_gci838865,
OO.html

Limitations of the Study
This dissertation study is limited in its size and scope. It is focused on a small
number of teachers (37) from a group of rural, suburban, or urban school districts in the
Connecticut River Valley region of western Massachusetts. Many of the school
districts had been identified by the Massachusetts Department of Education as “highneed LEA,” meaning that the district “serves not fewer than 10,000 children from
families with incomes below the poverty level, or for which not less than 20 percent of
the children served by the agency are from families with incomes below the poverty
line, and for which there is a high percentage of not teaching in the academic subjects
for grade levels that the teachers were trained to teach; or for which there is a high
percentage of teachers with emergency, provisional, or temporary certification or
licensing” (Massachusetts Department of Education, 2003, p. 16). No effort will be
made to generalize the findings to rural, suburban, or urban districts as a whole.
A second limitation is the way in which teachers were recruited for the project.
First-cycle teachers were invited to join the project based on their involvement with the
University of Massachusetts Amherst as either having graduated from the School of
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Education or served as a cooperating teacher for student teachers from the School of
Education’s Secondary Teacher Education Program. Second-cycle and third-cycle
teachers were nominated by first-cycle teachers or recruited based on their association
with the University of Massachusetts Amherst. University-based administrators of the
project knew all of the teachers who participated in the first or second cycle of eTEAMS professionally.
A third limitation, related to the second, is that, since teachers were recruited by
others instead of initially volunteering for the project, those teachers may consider the
invitation to join the project as being a perceived judgment of how much they know or
do not know about technology. They may feel that this outreach project is labeling
them, “in need of help.” This label could be one variable that could create distance
between the teacher and her or his e-coach.
A fourth limitation is how coaches were chosen to participate in the project: All
the coaches were graduate students in the School of Education at the University of
Massachusetts Amherst. Many of the e-TEAMS technology coaches had prior teaching
experience in public schools or alternative education settings. Coaches volunteered for
the project based on their interest in working in schools with teachers and students.
Coaches received a small stipend (around $500 a year) and/or graduate credit for their
participation. Project administrators interviewed coaches before joining the project to
determine the prospective coach’s level of technological skills and readiness to work
with teachers.
A fifth limitation is the lesson plan template the teachers were asked to use. All
teachers participating in the National Teacher Training Institute nationally use this
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template. The lesson plan could be limiting in the sense that the teacher’s adherence to
the plan could influence or restrict the amount or type of technology included in their
technology-infused lessons or in their overall classroom. It is unclear whether the
teachers have found the lesson plan templates useful and meaningful. It is also unclear
at this time whether the lesson plan template reflects current and best practices of
technological integration.
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CHAPTER 2

KEY ISSUES FROM RECENT RESEARCH

Introduction
For more than three decades television and film has focused the public’s eye on
the potentially negative impacts of technology. During the 1970s, the movie Wargames
hit the screens staring Matthew Broderick as a student who hacks into his high school’s
computer system in an effort to change his grades. His enthusiasm and facility with his
early model PC provides access to a top-secret computerized war simulator, activating a
chain of events that almost destroys the U.S. in a nuclear catastrophe. Other films and
shows including The X-Files have continued this theme.
Conversely, the media has romanticized and prioritized what computers and
other technologies can do to improve our quality of life. The movie, You’ve Got Mail,
a painted a dreamy picture of Internet access and its potential for finding the right mate.
And who can ignore the numerous sparkly commercials touting cell phones that provide
access to the Internet, email and digital games that will educate and amuse you while at
the laundromat, standing in line at the grocery store, or sitting in your car stuck in
traffic? Attractive men and women feature shiny palm sized technologies with the
ultimate multitasking functions and invite you to “Make Progress Every Day.”
Pop Culture features technologies that save U.S. from complicated corruption,
resolve monumental injustices, and solve life’s mysteries. As seen in fashionable TV
shows like “Crime Scene Investigations (CSI)” technologies are anthropomorphized.
Our nation looks to these countless life-like devices whether tiny and hand held or large
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satellite super computers as being a savior or antichrist. Bound to these images is the
message, “technology is power.”
Technology has also influenced how education is viewed by the public at large.
In the 1970s and 1980s with the country in an economic crisis, media headlines blamed
the educational system for a lackluster performance of the U.S. in world markets,
creating, “an intensified intervention in the form of curriculum changes, corporate
management techniques, and a philosophy reoriented toward social reproduction and
worker preparation. A renewed emphasis was placed on course content—specifically
content that would reinforce traditional "values" (Trend, 2001).
In response to calls for reform, technology advocates stated univocally that
computers can solve problems and become a panacea for our nation’s educational
needs. Personal Computers or PCs have morphed into Educational Computing
machines (ECs) as their popularity grows in the academic arena. The statistics seem to
support these claims.
“More than half of the nation is now online,” states a recent report published by
the (U. S. Department of Commerce, 2002). Nationwide, “143 million Americans
(about 54 percent of the population) are using the Internet — an increase of 26 million
in 13 months.” Among the U.S. population, children and teenagers are the most
frequently online with “ninety percent of children between the ages of 5 and 17 (or 48
million)” using computers in homes and schools. In socioeconomic terms,
family households with children under the age of 18 are more likely to
access the Internet (62 percent) than family households with no children
(53 percent), and non-family households (35 percent). (U. S. Department
of Commerce, 2002)
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What is meant by the term “technology?” Many observers consider technology
to be merely computer and Internet resources. Technology researcher Harvey Barnett
(2001) of Apple Classroom of Tomorrow defines technology as innovative tools that
sustain children’s' and teachers’ interest in a particular subject. Examples of such
resources include videos and video recorders, Internet-based activities and lessons,
mind-engaging software, wired and wireless hand-held communication devices and
digital cameras and scanners, and so on.
Michael Romano uses an analogy presented in 1995 by Robert Dierker that
views technology as a powerful multiplier, or “the extent to which it multiplies human
capacity alone to accomplish the same task (Romano, 2003, p. 47). Romano provides
some examples of this multiplication effect, a person walking 4 miles per hour
represents a 15-fold multiplier, and jet airplane flying at 600 miles per hour is a 150fold multiplier (Romano, 2003, p. 46). In our entire human history there have been only
three million-fold multipliers. The first was in communications; initially by wire then
by wireless, our ability to send messages, and thus conquer distance, has been amplified
a millionfold. The second was nuclear energy the total impact of which is still
undetermined. The third was the computer. He speculates, “With the convergence of
computers, linked to world-wide distribution technologies, we will for the first time,
have a million-fold multiplication of a million-fold amplifier (Romano, 2003, p. 47).
Amplifiers are major turning points in human history. A 100-fold amplifier
brought about the Agricultural Revolution, and a 1,000-fold amplifier brought about the
Industrial Revolution. Clearly, “the implications of a million-fold multiplication of a
million fold amplifier are indeed too awesome to contemplate” (Romano, 2003, p. 47).
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When relating these advancements to schools, Romano provides the comparison of
using an advanced technological tool over a less advanced one. Imagine the
“amplification of a teacher’s capacity to function ... (when) narrating over a video of
the moon landing, compared with a narration using only the aid of a chalkboard”
(Romano, 2003).
What is vitally important about any technology is how it is used with in
classrooms. One guiding question is asked by Harvey Barnett (2001), “Are students
using technology in ways that deepen their understanding of academic content and
advance their knowledge of the world around them?” This literature review paper
explores key areas of discussion and debate surrounding the role of computers, video,
the Internet, and other technologies in schools. It seeks to identify main points raised
by proponents and critics in order to establish a useful framework for thinking about
how teachers can use technology to promote improved student learning and better
school organizations. It consists of the following sections:
•

Infusing Technology into Schools

•

Digital Divides and Disconnects

•

Students and Technology

•

Teachers and Technology

•

Technology’s Skeptics and Critics

•

Impacts on Children’s Thinking and Physical Well-Being

•

Personal Perspectives and Conclusion
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Infiising Technology into Schools

Stages of Technological Immersion
Many change theorists have offered ways to successfully infuse technology into
schools. The Apple Classrooms of Tomorrow Project (ACOT), a thirteen-year study of
the routine use of computers impact on teaching and learning, points to specific stages
of immersion that teachers have experienced in technology-rich classrooms. According
to the ACOT studies, the following five stages are prominent (Harrington-Lueker,
1997):
•

an entry stage, in which teachers struggled to master the nuts and bolts of using
computers;

•

an adoption stage, in which teachers began using computer-based

•

an adaptation stage, in which teachers typically used computers as a way to
increase student productivity (students could write better and faster using a word
processor than they could by hand, for example);

•

an appropriation stage, in which teachers abandoned their effort to simply
computerize traditional practices; and

•

an investment stage, where teachers began experimenting with new
instructional patterns, such as interdisciplinary and project-based instruction or
team teaching.
The study states “change happens fastest when innovation and collegial

interaction happen simultaneously.” In schools, “teachers won’t commit to innovation
until it makes a positive impact on their practice” (ACOT, 1992).
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•

To successfully promote school or district-wide technology integration,
Barnett (2001) states: “To ensure that technology dollars have an impact
on students, staff, and the community, districts and schools must develop a
thoughtful technology plan. The second belief is that because computers
play an ever-larger role in our lives, students must understand and be able
to take advantage of the potential of technology if they are to participate
fully in society. Many see a familiarity with computer technology as a
prerequisite for a successful career." (Armstrong & Casement, 2001, p. 2).
all of the ten steps that follow.” Figure 1 is a summary of Barnett’s 10 steps.

The Philosophy of Successful Reform
Alison Armstrong and Charles Casment (2001) claim that the major impetus that
drives much of the use technology in schools hinges on the hope that students will
become better “citizens.” In their book, The Child and the Machine: How Computers
Put our Children's Education at Risk, they identify two major beliefs that drive school
technological reform.
•

The first (belief) is that computer technology can make education more
productive, relevant, and interesting for students of all ages. Students will
learn more and more quickly, the argument goes, because they will be
more motivated to learn. They will be more motivated because they like
working with computers and because their intellectual horizons will not
long be limited by the resources of their school or the knowledge of their
teachers.

•

The second belief is that because computers play an ever-larger role in our
lives, students must understand and be able to take advantage of the
potential of technology if they are to participate fully in society. Many see
a familiarity with computer technology as a prerequisite for a successful
career." (Armstrong & Casement, 2001, p. 2).

Does technology promote better academic outcomes for students? A recent
overview of state and national studies on technology entitled The Impact of Education
Technology on Student Achievement: What the Most Current Research Has to Say,
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Create a Vision
Vision is the first step for technology planning. The district or school must have a picture of what a technologyenhanced program will look like in three to five years.

Involve All Stakeholders
For any plan to be effective, all stakeholders should have the opportunity to have an input into the goals of the plan

Gather Data
You must understand where you are in order to plan for the future, so gather as much data as possible about your
present use: 1) Conduct an inventory to determine what equipment 2) Determine the present level of use in your
classrooms. There are multiple ways to collect this information. One is to survey staff and student use by asking
about both their skill levels and how teachers and students are using the technology. 3) Gauge the progress your
school is making to improve student achievement. 4) Conduct site visits. It may be desirable to visit schools that
demonstrate compelling reasons for using technology.

Review the Research
Knowing what the research says about the use of technology is important to guide your technology planning
efforts.

Integrate Technology into the Curriculum
As the research demonstrates, technology impacts student learning when there is a match between content
standards and the technology being used. Teachers face six barriers to effectively integrating technology with their
curriculum: Leadership, Time, Cost, Training, and Reform

Commit to Professional Development
The plan must address the goals for professional development
The most effective staff development programs deliver to teachers when they need it, at their school, and on their
own equipment. One-time “spray and pray” workshops do not result in any change in teacher behavior.

Ensure a Sound Infrastructure
For technology to impact student learning, the technology plan must ensure that appropriate resources are in place
to support and maintain networks and equipment. Technical support is also essential so that all systems work 24/7.
Technophobic teachers will quickly give up on technology use when it doesn’t work after they have spent many
hours learning about the software and planning technology-enhanced lessons.

Allocate Appropriate Funding and Budget
The plan should be in line with your district or school’s financial resources. It should not promise more than the
budget can deliver.

Plan for Ongoing Monitoring and Assessment
The plan must address ongoing monitoring and assessment. Plan to collect data using rubrics, student artifacts,
surveys and tests.

Prepare for Tomorrow
While planning for today; keep an eye on tomorrow by allowing for new and promising practices and
technologies._

Figure 1. Barnett’s 10 Steps for Technology Integration (2001)
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reports that “on the average, students who used computer-based instruction scored in
♦h

the 64 percentile on tests of achievement compared to students in the control
conditions without computers, who scored in the 50th percentile; students learn more in
less time when they receive computer-based instruction; and students like their classes
more and develop more positive attitudes when their classes include computer based
instruction” (Schacter, 1999). It remains unclear what these statistics mean for learners
and teachers of technology.

Integrating Multimedia for Multiple Wavs of Learning and Teaching
Technologies are changing how children learn in many schools. One example is
research-based intelligent tutoring systems, software packages that cater to individual
students and offer multiple ways of teaching children in dynamic and child centered
ways. Faculty and staff at the University of Massachusetts Amherst have developed the
Animalwatch Web-base Environment (AWE) as one of these intelligent tutoring
systems.
Initially designed to boost the confidence of young girls in mathematics,
Animalwatch learns the behaviors of the student and then adapts its response to meet
the child’s needs. The program targets 9-12 year olds. The program is interactive
creating an attractive multilevel user environment that combines a narrative with
mathematical word problems about endangered species (Arroyo & Woolf, 2002).
Students can visit AWE online and contribute their own mathematical problems to the
database. Once the problems are submitted, they are reviewed by an administrator and
then either sent back with suggestions or published for other children to solve.
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Animalwatch can be found on the web at: http://ccbit.cs.umass.edu/ckcold/
researchpages/animalwatch.html.
Many more examples of technology changing how students learn can be found
in the database of lesson plans established by the National Teacher Training Institute
(NTTI). The NTTI model nominates technologically confident teachers to develop two
lesson plans that incorporate multimedia-teaching strategies. The teachers developing
the lesson plans are given the title “Master Teacher” and provided with a Nationally
Recognized Standard lesson plan template developed by PBS. The lesson plan template
is used as a guide for what the network considers a technologically based lesson plan
that ensures “a focus for media attention” where technology drives the lesson’s design.
The two lesson plans are demonstrated at regional conferences hosted by Public
Television stations across the U.S. In 2003, 25 public television stations invited ten
teachers each for at total of 250 teachers, to showcase the lessons for their peers. This
workshop encourages both Master Teachers and attendees to share innovative
techniques for incorporating technology into lesson plans.

Digital Divides and Digital Disconnects
“Location, Location, Location” is an infamous catch phrase in the real estate
business. If you are a kid in the U.S., there is a good chance that your access to
technology is directly related to the income of the adults in your house, the value of the
home you live in, and the type of neighborhood you play in. So depending on your
socioeconomic status you could be “digitally divided” from your peers and either fall
into the category of the technologically “privileged” or “high need.”
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If you are lucky you may not fall into the deep fissures of the “continent gap.”
These terms refer to states like Georgia, Maine, Mississippi and Wyoming that are
labeled, "dead zones." These dead zones are states that may indeed be connected to the
Internet, however are not “inline” with the rest of the nation in being wired for the
higher speed Internet access (Trend, 2001). Depending on where go to school you may
experience state of the art flat-screened high-speed computers, without the equipment to
connect to the Internet. Or you may see high-speed Internet cables dangling
disconnected above your head as you sit in front of a computer older than dirt.
Whatever your experience may be, you are for one reason or the other disengaged from
the state of the art technology that many of your peers are experiencing throughout the
nation.
These “continent gaps” are not only prevalent at the macro level between states
to state. They can also be found at the micro level, what I call “district gaps.” One
recent study found that “just over half of teachers in low-income and minority districts
report having access to the Internet, another part of the digital divide separating schools
and communities in this country (Percentage of public school teachers reporting, 2001,
p. 17).
Then there are “school gaps” where the technological power and know how
varies within the district. These are accompanied by “classroom gaps” where
depending on the background of your teacher and the comfort level she or he has using
technology, you may experience more or less technology than a child of the same
gender in the same grade in the classroom right next door to you. Most teachers use
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computers to some extent. Among educators in grades 4-12, 93 percent report using
computers professionally at school, at home, or both (Becker, Ravitz, & Wong, 1999).
Despite the spiraling growth of technology in the lives of children and
adolescents, access to technology is not evenly distributed evenly throughout society.
Race, socioeconomic background, type of community, presence of disabilities, type of
household, and language spoken at home can each limit who has access to what kinds of
technologies. Educators and social scientists call this condition of unequal access the
“digital divide.”
A series of reports in the late 1990s by the United States Department of
Commerce entitled “Falling Through the Net” brought the digital divide to the attention
of educators and policymakers (2000, 1999, 1998, 1995).

The first study, in 1995,

provided a statistical portrait of technological “have-nots” in American society, namely
people living in poverty rural areas and urban centers. “Telephone penetration” was
lowest in central cities while “personal computer penetration” was lowest among the
rural poor. Race was a decisive factor in the digital divide: “Native Americans
(including American Indians, Aleuts, and Eskimos) in rural areas proportionately
possess the fewest telephones, followed by rural Hispanics and rural Blacks while Black
households in central cities and particularly rural areas have the lowest percentages of
PCs, with central city Hispanics also ranked low” (U. S. Department of Commerce,
1995).
By 2000, even as computer ownership and Internet access was expanding for
almost everyone in America, the digital divide was maintained or had even slightly
expanded between Black and Hispanics on the one hand and the rest of society on the
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other. Income and education alone, however, did not fully explain the persistence of
these differences between groups: “Estimates how what Internet access rates for Black
and Hispanic households would have been if they had income and education levels as
high as the nation as a whole show that these two factors account for about one-half of
the differences” (U. S. Department of Commerce, 2000, p. xvii).
Other commentators argue that the digital divide is no longer as wide as it used
to be. A Nation Online, a U.S. Department of Commerce (2002) study, makes the case
that the digital divide is shrinking. The report cites the lowering cost of computers and
other electronics as evidence that low-income families can now afford technology that
was formerly beyond their reach. Moreover, children who do not have technology at
home may still be able to use computers or go online at school or local libraries. Such
access, however, has not eliminated the digital divide entirely. Low income and
minority youngsters are still disadvantaged technologically when compared to their
more affluent White peers.
However, the use of those computers does not always translate into successful
instruction experiences for students. One recent survey of 4,100 educators found that
only one in ten met the criteria of what researchers deemed to be exemplary computer
users (i.e., those who tend to require their students to use technology more regularly
than do their peers). When teachers use computers at the secondary level, it is mostly as
part of separate skills-based instruction about computer operation rather than as an
integral part of classroom-based lessons. In elementary classrooms, teachers make
available for exploration, but not essentially for direct instruction (Becker & Ravitz,

2001).
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Computers are used more as a supplement than as a central part of classroom
learning. According to researcher Henry J. Becker (2001), the overwhelming majority
of computer use by students occurs in only a handful of academic classes, namely
business and vocational classes, elementary classes, and the word processing of papers
in middle schools and high schools. He also reported that “only one out of six science
teachers, one out of eight social studies teachers, and one out of nine math teachers “
said students used computers as much as once a week in their classes.
The result is what the authors of one study call a “digital disconnect” between
students who are on the whole highly Internet-savvy and who use computers to
streamline all types of educational tasks—inside and outside of school—and their
teachers whose integration of technology into classroom content seems painfully slow
by comparison (Levin & Arafeh, 2002).

Students and Technology
Arriving home after a day of school you unload your backpack, pull out your
laptop and sit lotus position in your beanbag chair. Although the room’s temperature is
a comfortable 70 degrees, you live in a Wi Fi “hotspot” where you can experience
Internet service without plugging into the wall. Accessing your favorite website faster
than you can say 3.8 megabytes per second, you dawn a slippery black leather suit, 007
inspired sunglasses and sky blue hair. Instantly your new personality is beamed into a
virtual world where you meet up with friend and foe in an ever-changing drama of
speed, action and problem solving. Then you remember you have homework to do.
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As you crack open your math textbook to begin your paper and pencil
assignment you recall the address of the online tutoring website www.hotmath.org.
Hotmath provides online tutoring with explicit help for many of the most popular math
textbook problems. While clicking through algorithms, your friend Sam has sends you
an Instant Message (IM) that pops onto your screen. It’s an invitation to her party on
Saturday night. Out of the blue, Joe IMs you the link of a pop song he wants you to
“check out.”
While simultaneously chatting with your mates, you search for the track,
download it for free, then send a streaming digital video of you dancing to the riff to all
your buddies. Now you are certain you will be invited to a host of Saturday night
parties.
The Internet, whether delivering facts or fantasy, seems to cater to the social and
emotional needs of kids all over the world. Compare this excitingly social digital world
to the technological tedium that children often experience in the classroom. Where only
about 1 in 4 teachers report “significant” use of the web at school; among veteran
teachers, the percentage is even lower (13 percent for those with 20 or more years in the
field). It is no wonder students may feel that school is out of the technological loop.
The question becomes, When teachers take the initiative to explore the use of
computers in their classrooms what proves to be effective teaching? What types of
technologies will inspire students? According to one study done by Henry J. Becker of
the University of California, Irvine, “The students who are most likely to be doing
computer based class work at school but outside of class time are those who have had
frequent exposure to one of six types of software during class: electronic mail,
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presentation software such as Powerpoint, multimedia authoring programs such as
HyperStudio, graphics-oriented printing programs, World Wide Web browsers, and CDROM reference software (Becker, 2000a).
It would seem natural that Becker’s study revealed.
Outside of school the students who are most apt to use computers to do
school work are those whose teachers gave them frequent opportunities to
work with presentation software, email, multimedia authoring programs
and word processing. (Becker, 2000a)
Considering that the audience of these technologies is from the frequently labeled
generation “X” and more recently generation “Y” or “Nintendo” generation, it is no
surprise that these publishing and authoring and tools offer kids the experience of
creating MTV like presentations including the flashy and sensual experience of
animation, music, graphic design, and movie making.
Other researchers have examined the effects of home computer use on children’s
development (Subrahmanyam et al., 2002). The Impact of Home Computer Use on
Children's Activities and Development focuses on the psychological effects including,
the effects on physical well being, as well as children’s social well being. In regards to
physical well-being, since computer games are the most frequently used home computer
activity, research shows that there is a connection between playing computer games and
aggression. An increased amount of “screen time” or time spent in front of computer
and TV screens, “may be linked to an increased risk of obesity, seizures, and hand
injuries. Furthermore they state the research done by Media Metrix shows that,
More than one-fifth of all children between ages 8 and 18 report having a
computer in their bedroom, suggesting that the computer often may be
used in solitude, robbing children of time for other social activities and
interfering with the development and maintenance of friendships.
(Subrahmanyam et al., 2002)
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The research further states that most of the time children spend on computers is in the
act of extending social relationships through the use of the Internet and instant
messaging systems. Often these communications are done in isolation.
The researchers conclude, that more research on the effects of computers and
children must be done. They state that the most important research issues left to be
explored include,
1) Whether the data is valid, taking into consideration that most of the research that
has been collected on the effects of computers on children has been selfreported.
2) More and better evidence is needed to support the claim that home computer use
can improve school performance.
3) Children and adolescents are spending increasing amounts of time using home
computers to play multiuser games and to communicate with others through the
Internet. There is a pressing need for research to determine the impact of
excessive computer and Internet use on their loneliness, social relationships, and
psychological well-being.

Teachers and Technology
Reporting on data from 153 schools in the National School Network, Henry J.
Becker and his research colleagues at the University of California, Irvine found that
teachers’ use of computers in the classroom and their exploration of Internet resources
is related to “increased use of constructivist teaching practices and may even change
teachers’ pedagogical beliefs that underlie such practices.” This relationship between
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computer use and change of teaching practices is “particularly strong among secondary
teachers in social studies, science, and non-core subjects” (Becker & Ravitz, 1999).
Technology use reveals much about how teachers define their craft and deliver
lessons in the classroom. Educators who exhibit a “constructivist” approach to teaching
are more likely to use computers and the Internet to promote inquiry-based lessons,
small group work, active questioning and discussions, and student-oriented projects,
products, and performances. Noted Becker (2000b, pp. 13-14):
Computer-using teachers—that is, teachers who have their students do any
computer work during class at all—are distinctly more constructivist that
non-using teachers. Among elementary teachers, relatively infrequent
users are no less than constructivist than teachers who have students use
computers a lot. However, among secondary academic subject teachers,
the teachers who assign computer work frequently are much more
constructivist than those who make computers a less central part of their
pedagogy.
One implication of these findings is that if you are student in the U.S., it
seems that there are some particular conditions that may allow you to experience
technologies as part of your school day. The more computers the teacher has in a
classroom, paired with basic levels of technical skill, the more likely they are to be
used. Teachers with five or more computers are more likely to have students use
word processing and skill building software far more often than do teachers with
fewer than five computers in their classrooms. Constructivist teaching philosophy
also makes a difference in how technology is used. More constructivist teachers
make more use of the computers to facilitate learning.
What is perhaps even more intriguing in Becker’s research, however, is the
suggestion that using technology promotes constructivist approaches among teachers
who heretofore had tended to be more traditional in their teaching practices. In effect,
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the use of computers and Internet technology use in the classroom can be a force for
changing how teachers teach and student learn. As (Becker & Ravitz, 1999, p. 381)
noted:
Those teachers who report having changed their instructional practice in
constructivist-oriented directions are the same teachers who have the most
thoroughly employed computers in their teaching and who have taken
advantage of new opportunities incorporating the Internet into their
instruction. (Becker & Ravitz 1999, p. 381)
In conclusion, notes Becker, “our data suggest that certain approaches to using
computer technology (i.e., broad use of different types of software, an emphasis on
student writing and on exploiting Web-based sources of information) as well as a school
wide emphasis on technology, particularly in the context of supporting instructional
reform, are forces that help teachers realize significant changes in their pedagogy more
generally, enabling them to put into practice a pedagogy that is more constructivist and
more attuned with their teaching philosophy” (Becker & Ravitz, 2001, p. 28).
The connection between technology and teaching is and important theme in the
writing of educational Technology guru Seymour Papert, in his book, Mindstorms:
Children, Computers, and Powerful Ideas, urged educators to create the conditions for
“intellectual models to take root.” One of Papert’s ideas for successful learning
conditions is the notion that, “Anything is easy if you can assimilate it to your collection
of models (Papert, 1993, p. xix). Papert’s interest in computers was generated by the
fact that computers could present information to learners in new ways.
...my entry into the world of computers was motivated largely by the idea
that children could also benefit, perhaps even more than the psychologists,
from the way in which computer models seemed able to give concrete
form to areas of knowledge that had previously appeared so intangible and
abstract. (Papert, 1993, p. 23)
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So what are students really doing when they sit in front of a computer, connect
to the Internet or pick up a digital hand held device? Or maybe we are to ask, what are
these devices doing to and for our students. Papert further queries, “Will the child
program the computer or will the computer program the child? Or in more global
terms, Will the machines run the schools or will the schools run the machines?” At first
these questions sound a bit unenthusiastic. However Papert uses these questions as
springboards for becoming active consumers of the types of technology that children are
currently being exposed to and will be exposed to in the future.
Papert was instrumental in creating software based on a constructivist approach
to learning. Housed in a CD-ROM, My Make Believe Castle provides real-time prereading and elementary programming techniques for early childhood grade students.
The software provides a medieval castle backdrop along with manipulative characters
that a child can move through a storybook world. Characters including a prince,
princess, knight, dragon and wizard can be programmed to speak child created dialogue
as well as be instructed to walk, run, and jump through a user friendly system that sets a
physical path for characters to take throughout the fantasy world. This software is quite
different from the drill and practice software commonly found on the market. While
exploring My Make Believe Castle, the child controls the characters in these
“microworlds” allowing the children to choose the personality and destiny of the
characters.
Examples of the constructivism/Technology link can be seen in the lesson plans
created last year for WGBY’s National Teacher Training Institute. Iris a middle school
teacher in Massachusetts intended to bring the abstract concept of the Israeli-Palestinian
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conflict to the forefront of her student’s minds.

She began by using the Internet to

deliver primary resources to her world geography class. She included a website that
linked her students to the BBC News page Voices from the Conflict that features
interviews with Jews and Arabs engaged in the Israeli-Palestinian conflict
http://news.bbc.co.uk/hi/english/static/in depth/middle east/2002/voices/default.stm.
Also included in the lessons were video clips of Arab and Jewish children working and
playing together and key maps showing a range of the region’s boundaries during the
conflict.
Like Iris, Romano urges that teachers use technology to create “fidelity” in the
classroom. He begins by explaining the difference between referents and replicas. “A
replica is a substitute for something that can be seen or heard, called the referent. Some
examples of replicas could be what Irene used in her classroom, including a video clip,
a sound bite, or a map. What is most interesting in relation to what Irene has instituted
in her classroom can be compared to what Romano describes as “a major factor in
determining the efficiency of the teaching-learning process.” The teaching and learning
process becomes more efficient when the “disparity” between the referent and the
replica is taken into consideration. In turn, it can be interpreted that when Irene
introduced primary sources through the use of the Internet, i.e., voice from the IsraeliPalestinian conflict, the impact of her teaching dramatically increased. (Romano, 2003,
51) This multi-media approach is considered by Romano to be a “new literacy.” This
new literacy, “offers teachers the opportunity to improve the fidelity, the relevancy, and
the accessibility of the information driving the teaching-learning process and thus
enhancing student achievement (Romano, 2003, 96).
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Technology’s Skeptics and Critics
“Each year $5 billion is spent in the United States on classroom computers”
(Westreich, 2003, p.23). Larry Cuban advises that in the past,
technology promoters across the board assured that increased availability
in the classroom would lead to increased use. Increased use, they further
assumed, would then lead to efficient teaching and better learning which,
in turn, would yield able graduates who can compete in the workplace.
(Cuban , 2001)
With technological power feeding economic power to businesses and corporations at
light speed, it would seem that the same power would feed the academic and social
success of our nation’s youth. This in turn, creating “success for all.” Is there any
evidence that technology is or will make kids more successful in school and in life?
Asks a number of skeptics and critics.
Clifford Stoll, famous for discovering a spy ring selling secrets to the KGB in
the 1980s, is a self-proclaimed “high-tech heretic.” A father of two, his mission is to
warn parents and teachers of the negative effects that computers can have on children.
He (Stoll 1999a) claims that, “The idea of a machine teaching seems to be antithetical to
learning.” Computers “may do a great job in instructing. But, do they teach children a
love of learning, (or) a lust for scholarship?”
Stoll maintains that he wants to instill in children that “learning is continual and
involves human relationships” (Stoll, 1999b). In an interview hosted by Family
Haven.com, Stoll suggests that there is a trend to look to technology to solve problems
in schools.
My feeling is it is an instant technological solution. Unfortunately, it
doesn't solve the main problems. What are problems in American schools?
It is often discipline, lack of attention, poor study habits, the unwillingness
to sit down, in a disciplined manner, and learn. Computing offers instant
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gratification, instant information. My problem is I don't believe it. I think
that if you want a good education, a quality education, it requires
responsibility, commitment, an inspiring teacher, a sense of hard work. All
of these things are missing when you plug yourself (EFX) right into the
Internet. (Stoll, 1999b)
Stoll further suggests that children do not need to experience computers until
they are at least 12 years old. And that experience with essential computer programs
can be learned in a matter of weeks or months rather than as part of a child’s everyday
experience. For Stoll the virtual community subtracts from the “flesh and blood
community” that we should all be experiencing. Organic real life experiences are
important to Stoll using the computer and technologies create a “Faustian” situation.
Yes, computing delivers this cornucopia of goodies, of wonderful gizmos
and fast moving images. But, it takes something out of us. What it takes
out of U.S. is our soul. We can stick our heads into cyberspace, but our
bodies remain in a real physical world. Our minds de-couple from who we
are. (Stoll, 1999b)
From a similarly critical perspective, medical doctor Marilyn B. Benoit (2003)
points to email and instant messaging tools that,” have created an expectation of rapid
communication.” She claims that, “We must concede that the rapidity of these
technological changes and their impact on our youngsters must have significant
influence upon the ways kids perceive experience and adapt to their world.” She further
suggests that exposure to technology creates an, “experience of impatience (poor
frustration tolerance) when the response does not come in the anticipated brief
turnaround time.” Although, “most of the effect of modern day technology is
beneficial, we must give pause to at least be mindful of potential long term negative
impacts upon the psychological and social development of our children.”
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Impacts on Children’s Thinking and Physical Well Being
Many skeptics of educational technology warn that children and teacher’s minds
are “corrupted” by the lure and false promises of technology. Technology, specifically
software, is often labeled as edutainment with the glitz and glam taking front and center
stage as well as the children’s focus. Rather than connecting students, these tools
disconnect them from real life, isolating them from human contact while promoting
carpel tunnel syndrome, social ineptitude, and a lack of physical exercise. Some
skeptics envision an environment void of computers and hand held gadgets that will
lead to a “back to the basics” of conventional teacher directed learning that will
stimulate the whole child. This technology-free environment would allow children to
progress through their developmental stages without stunted creativity and sensory
overload.
Educational psychologist Jane Healy, author of Failure to Connect: How
Computers Affect Our Children’s Minds-For Better and Worse, promotes the
importance of taking a child’s developmental level into account before exposing them
to technology.
Age appropriate computer use may help establish some forms of [brain]
connections, but inappropriate use may also build resistant habits that
interfere with academic learning. Once set into the brain’s connectivity,
such patterns are hard to break.” This view supports the case for being
cognizant of the individual child’s needs and builds a strong case for the
effectiveness of the developmentally appropriate for students. (Healy,
2003, p. 22)
Healy cautions against research on software’s effectiveness. “Some computer
used appears effective within a narrow set of educational objectives.” She further states
three “fatal flaws” that can be found in the current research: (1) Many studies do not
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cover a long enough time span; (2) the quality and type of software is not well
controlled; and (3) outcome measures (in the form of standardized tests) do not measure
enough skills (Healy, 2003, p. 25).
Papert offers a different lens for understanding the significance of technologies
used in education, noting that

. . technology is tending to render obsolete almost all

features that we regularly would associate with the structure of school.” Digital
technology is like a two-winged medium: One wing is the “technology as an
information medium” the other is the “technology as a constructional medium.” He
further explains that most people think that the informational wing is the most dominant
wing of the pair, “...because that's the one people can see and that's the one that really
affects their lives...” As a result, there is a “deep distortion of how people think about
this technology in relation to education” (Papert, 1998). He thinks this is best seen by
noting that “in education also one can recognize these same two wings.”
Learning in schools is multi-dimensional. In a 1998 lecture, Papert elaborates,
Part of learning is getting information. Somebody stands in front of the
classroom and preaches and information is somehow flowing into people's
heads, or so it is said. But that's only one part of education. The other
part, which Dewey would have emphasized, is about doing things, making
things, constructing things. However, in our school systems, as in the
popular image of education, the informational side is again dominating.
(Papert, 1998)
Papert (1998) explains:
And so, it comes about this match between an unrecognized dichotomy in
digital technology and a generally unrecognized dichotomy in the
education system where in both cases the informational side is best known
to the general public and these match one another. So that the image of
computers in school becomes one of supporting the traditional role of the
teachers in their part of education.
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Papert’s has analyzed mass-market computer games to tell if the software not
only appears to be entertaining the child, but teaches the child as well. Papert urges
adults to first explore games with children, and then construct one together. Children
and adults thus experience the types of details that a game- maker must take into
account when making a game. Papert states:
Few people will engage in making a game without caring about whether
others will want to play it. So the young game- maker feels a need to
think about the audience, to construct the game to be psychologically right
as well as technically right.
In the process, students begin “leaming-about-leaming.”
As students and teachers begin the process of making wise choices about using
game-like technology, Papert (1996) advises watching for the agenda behind the game.
He lists these objectionable features to be aware of when searching for educational
software for kids.
First Objectionable Feature: It gives agency to the machine, not to the child.
This is the question of who runs whom: the machine or the child.
It is part of our culture that we think of children as “answering machines”- hoping to instruct them by
putting questions to them and correcting the answers given.

Second Objectionable Feature: It is deceptive and proud of it.
Giving the message: “Such Fun Your Child Won’t Know She Is Learning”
One of the great things a computer can do is turn this (message) around and if you watch an infant or a
scientist. Both are learning all the time and they know it and they love it.

Third Objectionable Feature: It favors quick reactions over long-term thinking.
This feature is often cites as what is wrong with video games. But is is equally present in most of the
problem/answer kind of soft-ware._

Figure 2. The Connected Family: Bridging the Digital Generation Gap
(Papert, 1996, 50-53)

Another group of critics claim that computer technologies, like earlier
innovations of educational television and audio and videotape, have failed to make a
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substantive difference in the way teaching and learning happens in schools.
Educational change theorists (Sarason, 1982, 1993; Fullan, 1991; Jones & Maloy, 1988)
have described the complexities of introducing new practices into school cultures. “The
more things change, the more they remain the same,” observed Seymour Sarason in the
1980s, because innovations rarely affect the “behavioral and programmatic regularities”
of school organizations (Sarason, 1982). That is, new ideas are introduced at a big
picture level as mission statements and policy directives, but they do not make their
way into teachers’ attitudes and behaviors. Teachers, pressed for time and caught up in
the demands of the moment, cannot easily change what they are doing to incorporate
new directions. Even when teachers sincerely want to try something new, they often
find themselves overwhelmed by the logistics of figuring out how to do it.
Sarason’s description of change in appearance, but not in substance, portrays
what has happened to technology in many classrooms. Schools have invested heavily in
hardware and software, teachers have announced their interest in using computers, but
fundamentally teaching practices remain unchanged. Computers get used mostly for
drill and practice activities; students use word processing at the publishing but not the
composing stage of the writing process, the Internet serves as an encyclopedia of
information, but not a place for research and analysis. Digital cameras, scanners and
other devices hardly get considered at all.

Personal Perspectives and Conclusion
Now more than ever before, more students, teachers and schools are connected
to new technologies. As technologies get smarter and faster, and more accessible,
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parents, teachers, and students are faced with a universe of knowledge that is available
at the touch of a keypad, click of a mouse, or simple voice command. While educators
attempt to sort through this infinite pile of information, they are left with the challenge
to discern between myth and miracle, fact and fiction, appropriate and inappropriate
information for their students to be experiencing.
Since the Internet is peppered with political agendas, luring advertisements,
stalkers, and pedophiles, educators are left scratching their heads while shopping for
specialized filters that screen out the “unsavory” and create viable ways to monitor what
kids are reading, watching, and thinking as they surf the waves of information.
Many educationalists, faced with the pressure of raising standardized tests
scores opt to buy software that guarantees high test scores or improved metacognitive
skills. Others create technologically sterile environments void of computers, the
Internet, and technological tools altogether, clamping the valve on the universal pipeline
knowledge in an effort to get “back to the basics” in a “traditional” classroom setting.
Pick your poison. Children suffering from social alienation with adequate to
high standardized test scores or, highly popular, socially potent individuals who are
adequately or less than adequately achieving on nationally recognized tests.

It seems

that there should be a happy medium to pursue. Since the 1980s, I have not only
experienced a tidal wave of technology as a student, but also as a teacher. I recall a
parent of a former student who insisted that her child not be “subjected to computers”
until she was old enough to “handle them.” Although this mother admittedly did not
know what age would be “old enough,” she was convinced that there would be a sign
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from somewhere maybe her daughter that would read, “I am ready for technology
now.”
As a teacher and a student myself, I suppose I too was looking for a “sign.” As I
sat in my classroom watching the new Macintosh computer, as Cuban would say,
“gather dust” and serve as an extra shelf for uncompleted art projects, I could not help
but wonder, if I was failing miserably as an educator. As an adult, I felt fairly confident
in using technology in my personal life. I could connect to the Internet, shop online,
send emails; I could even use fancy fonts while typing and could create visually
appealing brochures and bulletins. However, despite what research and the newspaper
headlines were saying about the successful uses of technology in classrooms, for me
and my class, the computer, video recorder, and tape player remained tools that supplied
empty promises for academic success.
Thus, I began to avoid the computer and other technologies altogether, unwilling
and unable to mentally and emotionally lose what I thought was valuable learning time
to yet another crisis of a file not found, a system error, a dead battery, or the anxiety that
was created by software that was unable to adequately engage students. Meanwhile, in
the back of my mind reverberated slogans like, “information is power,” and “recent
breakthroughs in educational technologies create better test scores.” Those echoes
warned me that technological advances were thrusting toward my classroom door at the
speed of light. And so was the principal, assessing my performance as an educator with
custody of pricey state of the art technological equipment.
The challenges: “How I would connect what I was reading in current and best
research to what was actually happening in my classroom?” “How could I replicate the
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technological success stories I was reading about in the latest teacher magazines?” “Did
I have what it took to be a proficient technological facilitator and manager of
information?”
According to Romano, “All human activity is driven by information; the more
demanding the activity-the greater the need for information. Thus, information can be
termed the fuel that powers the teaching-learning process” (Romano, 2003, p. 41).
Romano contends that information management at the “broad” and “personal” levels is
important because it connects to, “what teachers do and how they can do it better”
(Romano, 2003, p. 47). In this sense, my personal challenge as a teacher is to find ways
to use technology to inspire students is similar to the challenges facing all teachers
today. Finding the ways to manage the fuel of information is the exciting work of
today’s digital age.
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CHAPTER 3

DESIGN AND PROCEDURES

Research studies over the past decade agree that teachers in K-12 schools have
been slow to integrate computers, the Internet, multimedia, and other electronic tools
into the classroom instruction of core academic subjects. Providing teachers with
technology coaches has been proposed as one staff development response to this
problem. Unlike traditional professional development workshop approaches,
technology coaching generally happens over a sustained period of time thus giving
coaches the opportunity to promote and support new learning about technology by
teachers.
Using data from the University of Massachusetts e-Teams project with teachers
during the 2001-2004 school years this dissertation study investigates the impacts of
technology coaching on teacher practices. In this study, the term “teacher practices”
has two components: “teacher attitudes” and “teacher skills.”
Attitudes refer to teacher self-perceptions about their personal level of readiness
and confidence in using technology in the classroom. The study will assess whether
technology coaching promoted teacher readiness and confidence in technology
integration.
Skills refer to specific technology competencies possessed by teachers that
enable them to integrate different technologies (computer programs, the Internet,
multimedia, or other tools) into the classroom. The study will assess whether
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technology coaching promotes increased teacher skills in using technology in the
classroom.
Two other aspects of teacher practices will also be explored: “teaching
methods” and “student technology use.” Teaching methods refer to the types of
teaching formats that teachers use most often in the classroom. The study will discuss
whether technology coaching encourages teachers to use more cooperative or
k

constructivist teaching methods with their students. Student technology use refers to
how often students use technology in school as a central part of their academic
assignments. The study will note whether technology coaching encourages teachers to
give more class and/or homework assignments where students use technology.

Research Questions
The goals of this dissertation, restated as a series of research questions, are as
follows:
1) Will technology coaching have an impact on teacher readiness and
confidence in technology integration?
2) Will technology coaching have an impact on the learning of new
technological skills by coached teachers?
3)

Will technology coaching have an impact on teachers using technology as
professional support and curriculum development tool?

4) Will technology coaching have an impact on technology as an instructional
delivery tool?
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Method
This study will use qualitative research methods including lesson plan analysis,
interviews, and case studies of technology using teachers from the e-Teams project. The
intent of these methods is to discover the meaning and results of technology coaching
from the perspective of the teachers involved in the experience.
V

Participants
Thirty-seven teachers participated in one of four cycles of the e-TEAMS project:
school year 2001-2002, 2002-2003, 2003-2004, or 2004-2005. Teachers ranged in age
from 27 to 62 years old with between 2 and 33 years of classroom teaching experience.
There were 26 women and 11 men. Seventeen of the teachers came from “high-need”
urban school districts of Springfield and Holyoke and one rural district, Gill-Montague
(the Massachusetts Department of Education defined “high-need” as districts where
20% or more of the children come from families below the federal poverty line). The
other teachers came from a mix of rural or suburban school districts including Amherst,
Orange, Athol, Longmeadow, Mohawk Trail, West Springfield, and Granby. Of the
total group, 19 teachers taught in city schools, 11 in rural communities, and 7 in
suburban districts. Eleven teachers did technology-integrated lessons in
English/language arts, 5 in mathematics, 10 in history/social studies, 10 in the sciences,
and 1 in computers.
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Table 1. e-TEAMS Partnerships (2001-2004)
School and
Community
CYCLE I
Dean
Technical
High School,
Holyoke*
Chestnut
Accelerated
Middle
School,
Springfield*
Fisher Hill
Elementary
School,
Orange
Fisher Hill
Elementary
School,
Orange
Mark’s
Meadow
Elementary
School,
Amherst
Springfield
Academy,
Spriingfield*
High School of
Science and
Technology,
Springfield*
Central High
School,
Springfield*
CYCLE II
Dean
Technical
High School,
Holyoke*

School
Poverty
Level

Academic
Content Focus

Technology
Focus

83.8%

English

Video,
Internet,
computers

77.1%

Mathematics

Internet,
Video

51.4%

Science

Internet,
Video

51.4%

Reading/Writing

Internet,
Video

34.7%

Reading/Writing

PowerPoint,
Digtial
Cameras,
Scanner

89.6%

Reading/Special
Needs

64.6%

English

Internet,
Video, Voice
recognition
software
Internet,
Video

55.1%

Science

Internet,
Video,
microphones

83.8%

English

Computers,
scanner,
FrontPage
software, word
processing,
digital camera,
video camera,
writing
software, web
design
software

Continued, next page.
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Table 1, cont’d.:
Mohawk Trail
Regional High
School,
Buckland

31.8%

History

Longmeadow
High School,
Longmeadow

5.9%

History

Chestnut
Accelerated
Middle School,
Springfield*
Chestnut
Accelerated
Middle School,
Springfield*
Forest Park
Middle School,
Springfield*

77.1%

English

77.1%

Mathematics

Internet,
computer
software

71.4%

Mathematics

John J. Duggan
Middle School,
Springfield*

90.8%

Mathematics and
Special Needs,
Creative Writing

Amherst
Regional
Middle School,
Amherst

17.3%

Science

Amherst
Regional
Middle School,
Amherst
Stanley M
Koziol
Elementary
School, Ware*
Fisher Hill
Elementary
School, Orange

17.3%

History

Internet,
computers,
Frontpage
software
Internet, tape
cassette
players, videos,
electronic
piano
keyboard,
Internet
Resources
Internet,
computers,
digital cameras,
Portaportal
Internet,
computers,
videos

41.6%

Social Studies

Video cameras,
Internet, editing
software

51.4%

Social Studies

Disposal
cameras,
videos,
TaskStream,
Web Wizard

Internet,
videos,
electronic
primary source
documents,
Power Point
Internet,
videos,
Interactive
websites,
Power Point
Internet, web
quests, word
processing

Continued, next page.
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Table 1, cont’d.:
CYCLE III
Boland
Elementary
School,
Springfield*
Turners Falls
High School,
Montague
Turners Falls
High School,
Montague
Chestnut
Accelerated
Middle School,
Springfield*
Granby High
School
West
Springfield
High School
High School of
Science and
Technology,
Springfield*
Mahar Regional
High School
Athol High
School

Mohawk T rail
Regional High
School,
Buckland
Forest Park
Middle School,
Springfield*
Duggan Middle
School,
Springfield*

81.6%

Science

29.1%

Science

29.1%

History

Internet

77.1%

English/reading

15%

Science

Internet,
PowerPoint,
In Focus
projectors
Video cameras

23.3%

Science/technology

64.6%

English/reading

39.2%

mathematics

22.2%

English

31.8%

Social Studies

71.4%

Science

Websites
Video

90.8%

Science

Websites
video

Websites,
Taskstream,
Web Wizard,
Microscope
Online surveys,
Internet

PowerPoint,
computers,
Internet
Internet

Graphing
calculators
Internet,
Powerpoint,
Web Wizard,
Word
processing,
Taskstream
Primary
sources from
the internet

Continued, next page.
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Table 1, cont’d.:
CYCLE IV
(spring 2005)
Easthampton
High School
Chestnut
Accelerated
Middle School
Palmer High
School
Newton Street
School,
Greenfield
Chicopee
Comprehensive
High School
Chestnut
Accelerated
Middle School

History

Classroom
website
Internet

77.1%

History

Website and
PowerPoint

10%

History

68.1%

Writing
Math

Classroom
website
PowerPoint

77.1%

Science

PowerPoint
Webquests

Science

Database and
Websites

#Cycle I was funded in part by the Massachusetts Coalition for Teacher Quality and
Student Achievement and Public Television Station WGBY, Channel 57 in Springfield.
* Indicates a high need school district

Lesson Plans
Lesson plans developed by e-Teams teachers and their e-coaches were cataloged
and analyzed by the researcher. In most cases, each e-Teams teacher coach partnership
produced two lesson plans—in a few instances only one lesson plan was written.
Lesson plans were organized following a media-rich lesson plan template developed by
the National Teacher Training Institute (NTTI) of the public broadcasting system
(PBS). The template asked teachers and coaches to include certain standard elements in
their lesson plan write-up, including lesson title, grade levels, overview, subject area,
learning objectives, learning standards, media components, materials, prep for teachers,
introductory activities, learning activity, culminating activities, cross curricular
extensions, community connections and student materials.
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Each lesson plan provides considerable information about how teachers intended
to use technology in their classrooms. Some teachers wrote very detailed plans showing
just how each step of the lesson was to happen. Others teachers gave more general
plans, but still demonstrated how technology integration was to proceed. The overview
and learning objects and media components of the lesson plan were particularly
informative because each gave valuable information about the teacher’s goals and
objectives.
The technologically infused lesson plans developed by teachers and coaches
were examined for curriculum content, level of technology integration, and type of
teaching methods using two rubrics. Information gained from the lesson plans provided
guidance for the in-depth interviewing of the teachers.
The first rubric dealing with constructivist teaching practices is published by
PBS Channel 13, Thirteen ed online and is available online at http://www.thirteen.org/
edonline/concept2class/month2/credit-d.html.
The second rubric focusing on level of technology integration is part of the
National Educational Technology for Teachers (ISTE) and is available online at
http://cnets.iste.0rg/teachers/web/t rubrics assess-tech.html

Interviews
Teachers were interviewed after completing at least one semester in the eTEAMS project (in a few cases, teachers took two semesters to design and teach a
technology-infused lesson in their classroom). A semi-structured interview method was
used in which participants shared their personal perspectives in response to open-ended
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questions from the interviewer (Seidman, 1998). Opportunities were provided for
teachers to include additional thoughts are expand on any of the questions they found
interesting or challenging.
First, participants were asked about their childhood, adolescent, and college
experiences with technology. Cynthia Selfe and Gail Hawisher have suggested that
different-aged individuals have had different kinds of experiences with computers and
other technologies (2004, p. 9). People between fifty and sixty-five years old, including
many veteran teachers, “were likely to have considerable exposure to programming
languages.” Those a few years to a decade younger “defined computer literacy by their
knowledge of various software applications.” Kids today are more likely to enter
technology through video games, electronic communication systems, and multimedia.
Did teachers’ early experiences with technology influence their current practices in the
classroom?
Second, participants were asked about their use of technology as a teacher
before joining e-TEAMS. The ways teachers think about educational topics directly
• *

influence “their notions about what to teach and how to teach it” (Committee on
Developments in the Science of Learning, 2000, p. 164). In what ways, if any, did
teachers think about technology as an instructional tool and a professional resource
prior to joining e-TEAMS? Third, teachers were asked about their e-TEAMS projects
and their relationship with their e-coach. None of the teachers had ever developed
technology-infused lessons with the assistance of an outside the school building coach.
Did the dynamics of the coaching relationship contribute to teacher learning about
technology? Fourth, teachers were asked about the impacts of e-TEAMS on their
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classroom teaching practices. Did the opportunity to develop and teach technologyinfused lesson plans produce changes in how teachers planned to use technology in the
future?
Interviews were tape-recorded, transcribed, and coded by the researcher. . Six
teachers were selected for technology coaching case studies. The teachers were at
different stages of their professional career: early career (1-9 years), mid-career (10-25
years), and late career (25+ years). Years in the classroom was assumed to be a factor
in determining how readily a teacher integrates technology into teaching with younger
teachers being more technologically savvy than older teachers. However, the dynamics
of the coaching relationships, the teacher’s own teaching approach, and the context of
the school are also assumed to influence how teachers responded to technology
coaching.

Case Studies of Teachers
Data from the lesson plans and interviews will be used to construct case studies
of the process of technology integration through technology coaching. Case studies,
noted researcher Robert K. Yin (1984, p. 23), are appropriate for empirical
investigations of “a contemporary phenomenon within the real-life context; when the
boundaries between phenomenon and context are not clearly evident; and in which
multiple sources of evidence are used.” The study will follow Yin (1984, p. 129) in
using a “cross-case analysis” that is both “explanatory” and “exploratory.” In offering
cross-case generalizations, the study draw on the details of specific teacher/coach
projects illustrated by what Yin calls “abbreviated vignettes.”
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e-Coaching of Teachers
To promote the professional development of participating public school
teachers, and to infuse technology more fully into classroom instruction, e-TEAMS
adopted what might be characterized as a “personal technology trainer model.” Like a
fitness trainer at a gym, e-coaches were expected to meet regularly with teachers to
determine what teachers want to learn, and work with them to achieve those goals.
Teachers were expected to work with their e-coach on two projects of the teacher’s
choosing that included the development of standards-based lesson plans that also
integrated technology into curriculum and instruction. Lesson plan development was
the primary means for achieving technology infusion and academic content
development by teachers.

Training for e-Coaches
To provide ongoing training and support for e-Coaches, an existing graduate
course in the School of Education (Education 625, Staff Development Plans and
Procedures) was redesigned as a technology professional development course. The
course has been taught twice, in the Spring 2003 and Fall 2004 semesters under the
direction of Robert W. Maloy, a Lecturer in the School of Education and e-TEAMS coProject Director. Ruth-Ellen Verock-O’Loughlin, a Lecturer has also been part of the
instructional team for the course. Education 755, Curriculum, Methods and Programs
in Urban Education, and EDUC 604 Technology and Education Change have been
taught during the 2004-2005 year term for the new round of e-TEAMS coaches and
teachers.
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These courses meet weekly for 14 weeks for two and one half hours a week.
The course topics follow in Table 2.

Table 2. Summary of Topics explored in e-TEAMS courses
Topics
•

Tools

Critical Issues Related to Technologies in
Schools

•

Key Reports on Technology and Learning

•

Impacts of Technology on Teachers and

•

Portaportal (web-based bookmarking tool)

•

American Library Association Web
Evaluation criteria

•

Taskstream (web-based teacher
information management tool, including
electronic portfolios)

•

Web Wizard (web-based lesson plan and
class web site building tool)

•

Filamentality (web-based teacher
information management tool)

•

Zoomerang (online survey creating tool)

•

Trackstar (website linking and
management tool)

•

The Webquest Page (online Internet
search resources)

•

Marco Polo (online academic content)

•

Inspiration/Kidspiration (visual thinking
and brainstorming software)

•

Read Please (text to speech software)

•

Kurzweil (text to speech software)

•

Via Voice (speech to text software)

•

Dragon Naturally Speaking (speech to text
software)

•

Digital Cameras

Teaching Practices
•

Impacts of Technology on Students and
Student Learning

•

Technology Professional Development
Strategies

•

Locating and Evaluating Academic
Content on the Internet

•

Using the Internet as a Teaching Tool in
Classrooms

•

Evaluating and Using Educational
Software

•

Using Video in the Classroom

•

Using Assistive Technologies in the
Classroom
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A key goal of the course was to provide e-coaches with a range of skills and
perspectives to share with their teachers. In this way, when e-coaches enter the
classroom, they are able to discuss many different technology applications with
teachers. These discussions have resulted in teachers increasing their awareness of and
willingness to explore more than one technology in the classroom. In several cases,
teachers and e-coaches have explored more technologies than just those included in the
two required lesson plans. Exposure to one technology area has had the effect of
encouraging teachers to think about how many technologies might be used in the
classroom.
The development of a graduate course for e-coaches is intended to promote the
sustainability of the project. The course will become part of the regular graduate course
offerings of the School of Education’s Educational Technology Program. It is hoped
that in the future the course will also be open to teachers as well as coaches who
participating in the e-TEAMS Project.

Development of the VRROOM Website
A related outcome of the e-TEAMS project has been its connection to
VRROOM (Virtual Reference Room), a website being developed by the School of
Education and the Center for Computer-Based Instructional Technology. VRROOM is
a resource for teachers and students to want to gain rapid electronic access to highquality Internet-based academic content and curriculum that addresses the learning
standards of the state’s curriculum frameworks. It is being developed as in
collaboration with public television station WGBY (Channel 57, Springfield), the
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Massachusetts School Librarians and Media Specialists Association (MSLMA), and the
MetroWest Libraries.
Free to individuals and school districts, VRROOM is intended as a powerful,
up-to-date online resource for classroom teachers, prospective teacher candidates, K-12
students, and parents who are incorporating the Massachusetts Curriculum Frameworks
into classroom teaching and learning. It provides active links to Internet, video, and
book resources coded to the state’s seven curriculum frameworks, allowing rapid access
to curriculum resources for those mastering new content areas while offering tools for
critically assessing educational materials found on the web.

Pilot Study: e-TEAMS Cycle One
A pilot study of e-TEAMS was undertaken in conjunction with WGBY and the
National Teacher Training Institute (NTTI) during the 2002-2003 school year. This
study represented the first cycle of e-TEAMS. Using the results of this pilot year,
changes were made to the e-TEAMS project design and to the overall plan for this
dissertation study,
eTEAMS Cycle One included ten teachers from six high need school districts,
including Orange, Springfield, Holyoke, Amherst, Gill-Montague, Westhampton. The
ten teachers included many different types of technologies into their lesson plans. Table
3 lists all teachers, schools, and technology project.
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Table 3. Teachers, Schools, and Technology Pilot Study
Grade Level
Kindergarten

Town
Amherst, MA
Mark’s Meadow
School

Lesson
Postcards For Your
Ears
An EncvcIo-ME-dia
for Every Child

Kindergarten

Orange, MA
Fisher Hill School

How Lone is a Hot
Doe? Weieht, Weieht!
Don’t tell me!

Grade 2

Orange, MA
Fisher Hill
Elementary School

High School

Turners Falls High
School, MA

Leavine on a Jet Plane
Cruzin’ to the Arctic

Technology(ies)
•
•

Digital Camera
Power Point
Software

•
•

Video
Interactive
websites

•

Interactive
websites
Interactive Video

A Dav in a Life of an
Arctic/Antarctic
Animal

•

Kill the Indian to Save
the Man: Native
American Resistance
and Persistence in the
West

•
•
•

Interactive
websites
Interactive video
Audio Recordings

Roll the Union On: the
National Labor
Relations Act and the
Rise of the Coneress of
Industrial
Oreanizations (CIO)
High School

High School

Middle School

Middle School

Elementary School for
Children “at risk”
Grades 4, 5, 6

Springfield
High School of
Science and
Technology
Springfield
Central High
School
Westhampton, MA
Hampshire
Regional Middle
School
Chestnut
Accelerated Middle
school.
Springfield, MA
Springfield
Academy

Activatine Students
Do We Have to Do
This?: Ouestionine
Education Practice
From Bats to Babies:
Ultrasound
Two Cultures, One
Home: The IsraeliPalestinian Conflict
Over Land in the
Middle East
The Fair Factor
X Marks The Soot
Mv Favorite Animal
and Me
The Perfect City
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•
Interactive
Websites
•
Video

•

Interactive
websites

•

Dynamic On-line
Maps
Audio recordings
of primary sources

•

•

Interactive
websites

•

Video

•

Voice Recognition
Software
Interactive
websites

•

e-TEAMS Cycle One Research Survey
At the conclusion of the First Cycle of E-Teams six out of nine teachers stated
that technology makes them more effective in their teaching. Five out of nine teachers
strongly agreed that they were more confident in trying new technologies in their
teaching. Six out of nine either strongly agreed or agreed that they were now better
prepared to use technology in their teaching. Six out of nine teachers stated that they
plan to use technology in the future in their classrooms. These statements were the high
points of a survey given to the ten NTTI teachers at the end of the first year of the
project.
The survey was one of several sets of data analyzed by the researcher to
document the outcomes of e-TEAMS. Cycle One Post-Survey results. On the post
survey given to each participant at the end of the project year, teachers were asked what
kinds of coaching strategies were used most often during the year. Using a list of
professional development strategies identified by TERC, a non-profit educational
research organization based in Cambridge, MA, the teachers were given the following
eleven strategies to choose from (see Table 4).
Coaching strategies on the post-survey that fell in the “Always” to “Frequently”
used category included Internet site research followed by Co-Planning and
Video/Multimedia Research. Coaching Strategies that were used “Sometimes” included
Observe and Discuss. Classroom Support and Direct Teacher instruction and Other
Technology Projects all falling within the same range of use followed this. Coaching
Strategies that were “Never” used include “Model” being the least likely used; only 3/4
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Table 4. TERC Strategies Given to Teachers
Co-Teach: Coach and teacher take equal responsibility in presenting a lesson
Co-Plan: Coach and teacher plan a lesson together
Model: Coach presents a lesson while teacher observes
Observe & Discuss: Coach observes the teacher teaching a lesson and then discusses it afterwards
Classroom Support: Coach acts a support to the teacher in the classroom
Direct teacher instruction: Coach teaches technological skills directly to teachers
Direct student instruction: Coach works directly with students, individually or in small groups
Internet Site research: Coach researches Internet resources for teacher’s curriculum activities
Video research: Coach researches video resources for teacher’s curriculum activities
Other Technology Learning: Coach and teacher explore use of technologies other than the Internet or
video/multimedia
Just in Time Learning: Coach and teacher complete projects right at the deadline

of the coaches used this strategy. Co-Teach and Direct Student Instruction strategies
were used by only half of the coaches involved in the project.
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CHAPTER 4

FINDINGS

Introduction
Chapter 4 presents the findings of the dissertation study in the form of a series of
teacher profiles of technology using teachers who were part of the e-TEAMS
technology-coaching project and who were interviewed by the researcher. Six teachers
have been selected including educators who are at the early, middle and late stages of
their professional careers.

Teacher Profile One
Leo is a history teacher in a rural high school in western Massachusetts. He is in
his first year at the school, having taught for two years at another rural high school after
receiving his teacher license. He began his teacher license program in his late thirties
after completing his Masters degree in Labor Studies with a focus on worker rights and
union organization. He believed teaching history would be an ideal career where he
could combine his interest in political change and social reform with a work schedule
compatible with that of his three elementary-school-aged daughters.
At the beginning of the interview, Leo describes his early experiences as a
student with technology in the classroom. He recalls his first memory of filmstrips in
elementary school.
My memory of my general experience (with technology) was prompted by
something I heard on National Public Radio of a man who collected
excerpts from old public educational filmstrips. Hearing that story
reminded me of filmstrips in school and I would say that is the extent of
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my technology experience in school. Being the person who heard the beep
and turned the frame (motions with hand to knob) especially in (history
class).
So that was a regular connection or experience with technology. The other
interesting, probably formative experience that stands out is my senior
year in high school, right before video became popular. I had a teacher
who showed us reel-to-reel film of the Army/McCarthy hearings from the
50s. And so that was probably outside of filmstrips the first time I ever
remember seeing something that we can equate with video or film.
Leo had access to technology at home—television and stereo systems. He recalls
a particular incident when his brothers used a small microphone in a novel way.
I am not sure if this really counts its certainly not educational technology,
but my brothers had a phone-bugging device ... they used it to make prank
phone calls. The bugging device was this little mini recorder with a
suction cup that attached to the phone that they were talking into. They
were older than me and I didn’t necessarily do it but I was there when they
were doing it (making the phone calls) and we could not hear the
conversation when they made it but we were able to hear the recordings.
We were allowed to use the stereo whenever we wanted, there were limits
on TV you had to do your homework before you could watch. There was
nothing really fancy. I think in fact that we were one of the later ones
(families) to get cable.
Although at first Leo did not recall any technology in college, eventually he
remembered how a history professor transformed lectures into dramatic learning
experiences.
In one history class that used anything close to technology was with
Stephen Oates. He would have, as my friends and I joked, a Broadway
show. He would actually give a lecture with music and slides of Matthew
Brady’s photographs of Civil War battlefields. So Stephen Oates would
have this one lecture that was devoted to this incredible slide show with
music and sound track. His expertise was the Civil War... so that was his
bailiwick and so he devoted himself to all of these lectures. And he was a
showman. He knew how to put on the act to bring in the student listener.
This was sort of the culmination. He would do this right before the mid¬
term and right before the final.
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Interestingly, the most significant example of technology Leo remembers during college
was in a history class, the very subject that Leo would decide to become certified to
teach.
When explaining how he uses technology in his current teaching practice, Leo
first defined technology broadly and then defined technology as a teaching tool.
Technology, the way I would define it now, are machines that help with
the learning and teaching process. And that can involve a video quality, an
audio quality, and maybe a tactile if you are talking about using a
computer, plus the visual component, maybe even audio, if you have
speakers. The standard definition of technology is useful science. It is
applied science so I think in terms of technology as a machine that is
developed by science so it is a practical technology used in learning and
teaching.
Leo uses technology in his classroom to create the kinds of sensory-based
learning he enjoyed as a youngster and a college student.
Computers, an In Focus machine that’s a projector to project visual images
on a screen, a CD player. I play a lot of music from a particular time
period or songs that have lyrics that connect to what we are learning. I use
a lot of video, a VCR a TV. I use a lot of video clips some documentaries
but occasionally I use a Hollywood style movie that can capture an image
or a certain theme or topic well. On different computers, there is a whole
variety of software. I like using Excel because you can make neat
timelines with it. I use PowerPoint although I have a love/hate relationship
with PowerPoint. I do want to interject that my experience with
technology is that it does not take the place of critical thinking and a lot of
students have come to rely on technology to replace critical thinking.
In Leo’s view technology enriches and enhances the subject matter that he
teaches. For him technology can be either a bridge or a barrier to learning for kids. Leo
also shared some thoughts about potential shortcomings of the popular PowerPoint
technology that is used in many schools. Some observers regard PowerPoint as a one¬
dimensional publishing tool. It is frequently used to replace overheads or a slideshows
that accompany lectures. PowerPoint uses a lot of the same features as word programs
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including a text based interface that can be created and edited using cut, paste, drag and
drop features. Many teachers and corporate executives claim that PowerPoint is
creating monotonous presentations that are either jammed with and enormous amount
of text or creates a barrage of sound effects and pictures that detract from the meaning
of the presentation. PowerPoint itself has become a performance art that often either
enriches the text or detracts from its meaning. Since there are so many options for one
to display the text, a person can often get lost in the design of the slide rather than the
slide’s content.
On the other hand, many students benefit from some sort of training in the use of
PowerPoint. Repeatedly, teachers comment that when they limit the number of images
on the slide and set up guidelines for the text, students more readily balance the quality
and content of the presentation with appropriate audio and visual features. After giving
PowerPoint assignments to his students, Leo recalls what he had expected to be part of
his students’ experience and how the final project would be delivered. He describes
how he had hoped that PowerPoint would facilitate a deeper understanding of the
content area.
Technology is used best when students have critical thinking skills down.
If students do not have critical thinking skills down then technology is not
particularly effective. I had a student who was studying the Gilded Age in
my US history class, the era of industrialization. I had students take topics
within the Gilded Age. One was the Chicago World’s Fair, the Lizzie
Borden Trial, the Robber Barons and labor strikes. I had a student who
was supposed to do an oral project using PowerPoint to help him display
his work on the social criticism of Henry George and Edward Bellamy.
Edward Bellamy is a local Chicopee guy. He wrote the Utopian novel
Looking Backward and they were all critics of the Robber Barons and the
great inequities of wealth in the new industrial order. They came at it from
different angles. And he (the student) was supposed to be doing Henry
George’s criticism of industrialization vs. Edward Bellamy’s. They were
different critics but they came from different advantages with different
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solutions. This PowerPoint project was essentially a recitation of when
they were bom, where they lived during the course of their life, the names
and titles of their work, and when they died.
I was not looking for an undergraduate or graduate level explanation of
those (ideas) but I was looking for the big idea behind each of them. But
he (the student) never understood, so essentially his oral PowerPoint
presentation was a series of slides with concrete information, names, and
dates. It was everything I hate about learning history. It was names and
dates and titles without the big idea or responding to the big idea. I think
that I was discouraged because I wanted them (the students) to find images
of the inequalities that you get with industrialization, images of what was
upsetting Henry George and Edward Bellamy.
Leo points out that he now uses a guide to teach students the appropriate use of
PowerPoint to combine text, graphics, and sound in a multi-media display.
Well what’s interesting is with the PowerPoint I tell them that I don’t want
a lot of extra text on the slides. Their (the student’s) reaction to the
assignment is, “These are going to be boring PowerPoint presentations.”
And I try to argue that the good thing about PowerPoint is that you have
really good visuals. And you can present information with this visual as a
backdrop. I even modeled it in class a couple of times.
Leo was invited to be a part of the e-TEAMS project since he himself had
graduated from the School of Education and was willing to explore more extensively
the types of technology that would aid him in the classroom. His relationship with his
e-Coach was a key element of the experience.
So my e-TEAMS coach was a very interesting fellow. He was open to my
curriculum, which was important to me. I spent a lot of time developing
the curriculum and my approach. And so he was open to that, I think it
was a learning experience partially for him. I don’t know how much he
remembered from (his) high school, but he was going to be working with a
group of learners who were honors students. But they had not necessarily
been schooled well. They were learning in a district that did not have high
expectations or not every teacher had high expectations. But, they would
respond positively to teachers who did have high expectations. So I think
he was a little surprised at that and it would manifest itself in a lower level
of reading skills. They were willing to work with you if you were willing
to work on expanding their vocabulary and their reading abilities. So he
ended up developing with me a lesson plan. I think it was the second one
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that was most memorable. The second one was on propaganda,
specifically in Nazi Germany. We got into representations of not only
propaganda, but also ethnocentrism, which was a big theme in my modem
world history class and how that blends itself with Nazi ideology and
government power and all sorts of related issues.
Leo’s relationship with his e-Coach blossomed into a formal student teaching
relationship where he and the e-Coach planned to integrate technology into the
curriculum of the class. Many of the e-Coaches were masters’ degree candidates and
new to the field of teaching. Their partnership with experienced teachers often resulted
in the teacher coaching the coach in the content area that the intern sought certification
in. Leo, a recent graduate of the same university as his coach, was able to model what
he felt would parallel a successful experience for a prepracticum student. During this
process Leo was able to not only articulate, plan, and deliver his core content, but
simultaneously contribute to the preparation of another teacher.
The e-TEAMS coach who was working with me was doing a prepracticum
this past fall and will be doing his student teaching with me in the spring.
And so I am assuming he had a good experience. It (the daily planning)
was typically him asking me, “What is the objective of a particular
lesson?” or “What unit are you working on around this time period?” It
was my opportunity to explain to him the way I plan was based on “know
goals” and “understand goals.” The know goals are the simple basic
information that everyone needs to memorize—you need to know that
Hitler became Chancellor of Germany in 1932-33. And the understand
goals, Why Hitler came to power, how he tapped into ethnocentrism, and
why he came to power during the economic and social circumstances of
the German depression, the Great Depression and the social breakdown.
So I showed him how I planned the unit. And the unit is planned around
know and understand goals. The understand goals are essentially the
higher order thinking goals. The know goals are essentially the lower
order thinking goals on Bloom’s Taxonomy. I would let him brainstorm
about what understand goals would be good for him to work at. Then we
would brainstorm what methods it would take for these to work? The
reason why I do that (coach the coach) is because I was not given that as a
student teacher.
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When asked if he thought that technology tools that he uses in the classroom best
enhance the ways to teach the “know” goals he replied.
The technology does best enhance understanding goals. It is not the
“know”, the know is easy, you can read that in the book and write it. The
technology gets you to that higher order of thinking; it gets you to that
understand goal. It [technology] will give a visual that will get you to the
“understand.” For example, if you are using a video clip, you can see the
significance. History classes have traditionally been taught in that know
stage of memorize, test, memorize, quiz, memorize, test. It is not the way
I learned history, I don’t find it particularly interesting to just memorize
and multiple choice.

Lesson Plans
Leo’s first lesson plan Roll the Union On: the National Labor Relations Act and
the Rise of the Congress of Industrial Organizations (CIO) explored the Roosevelt
administration’s effort to recover from the Great Depression. One of the key reforms
was the National Labor Relations Act (NRLA). An abbreviated summary is presented
below; see appendix_ for the entire lesson plan.
One of the goals of the lesson was to invite students to investigate online
resources evaluate them and then create an educational pamphlet to be distributed to
fellow students about young adult worker rights in current state and federal labor law.
The activity that Leo designed featured several key elements. One element was
the organization of a teacher-guided activity that created an authentic reason to research
the subject matter. Even if the students were not genuinely interested in the topic, they
now had a reason to investigate it based on the fact that they would need to generate a
product for their peers.
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A second key element of the lesson plan were three video clips that captured
“reel- to life” or video footage revealing:
•

an interview with retired Ford employee talking about getting his job at Ford; A
Job at Ford allowing students to see and hear authentically delivered reasons for
creating a union.

•

John L. Lewis speaking before the founding CIO convention Sit Down and
Fight: Walter Reuther and the Rise of the Autoworkers Union demonstrating
the experience of organizing victories of steelworkers.

•

Mean Things Happening cued to the scene where the J&L steel Mill workers are
marching and shouting “Democracy has to stand on two feet: one is political and
one is economic.”
A third key element is the organization of primary sources around a topic area.

This is a key element in creating a lesson plan that aids students in gaining multiple
perspectives on a subject. Multiple perspectives allow students to achieve a deeper
meaning of the topic and the sensory experience creates opportunities to react and
respond to the text on a visceral level.
A fourth element is the opportunity to investigate online resources that offer a
multi-media approach to primary and secondary sources allowing history to come alive
and be accessed in multiple ways.
Leo’s second lesson plan explored types of propaganda by giving students a
first-hand look at actual archived propaganda tools.
One of the goals of the lesson was to define propaganda. Using different
examples of propaganda Leo was able to reveal several examples of a medium that is
most commonly a visual media. There were other key elements. One element was the
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Lesson Plan 1:
Roll the Union On: the National Labor Relations Act and the Rise of the Congress of Industrial
Organizations (CIO)
Grades: 10-12
History and Social Studies
Overview:
From 1933 to 1938, the Roosevelt administration and congress enacted several pieces of legislation to
help America recover from the Great Depression and most importantly, to reform many of the social and
economic inequities that contributed to the collapse of 1929. In this lesson students will explore
industrial working conditions in the late 1920s, and early 1930s along with the reaction of industrial
workers to what they considered “labor’s Magna Carta,” and the Steelworkers Organizing Committee
(SWOC). After viewing the various video clips and websites, students will create educational pamphlets
in groups of three for distribution to their fellow students about young adult worker rights in current sate
and federal labor laws.
Time Allotment:
One 85-minute class period for the introductory and Learning Activity, one to two 85-minute class
periods for the Culminating Activity.
Learning Objectives:
Students will be able to:
•
Describe industrial working conditions in the late 1920s , early 1930’s America;
Identify the parts of the NLRA that expanded the rights of workers to join unions;
•
Compare and contrast the organizing tactics used by the United Automobile Workers vs. the
Steelworkers Organizing Committee;
•
Educate fellow students about their current rights in the workplace under sate and federal law.
Web Resources:
The National Labor Relations Act
one-page summaries of the National Labor Relations Act and the parts of the specific pats of the act
that expanded a worker’s right to join a union.
American Social History Project/Center for media and Leaming(City University of new York,
Graduate Center)
Multiple primary and secondary resources in the area of worker immigrant history.
Indiana University South Bend/Michigan Oral Labor History Project
Providing oral history accounts of workers in the 1930s.
The opportunity to investigate these online resources offers a multi-media approach to primary and
secondary sources allowing history to come alive and accessed in multiple ways.

Software: Adobe Acrobat Writer/ Microsoft Word or Publisher
This publishing software is specially designed to capture ideas in a professional manner. This
software creates documents with refined printing options and allows the students to manipulate
features of the text and illustrations creating text and pictures that mimic documents students see in
magazines and other high-end media productions. Generally these programs use the same commands
as word processing programs.

Figure 3. Leo Lesson Plan I
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Lesson Plan II:
Propaganda, Then and Now: Exploring Media Control Using the Internet
Grades: This lesson is designed for High School Students in World History II. Because some of the
media sources used are challenging and/or politically inflammatory student maturity is important.
Overview:
This lesson is designed to teach about the definition of propaganda, methods of propaganda used by the
Nazis and used today and about the different forms propaganda can take. It also provides background on
Joseph Goebbels and “Total Propaganda”.
Time Allotment:
Two Forty-five minute periods, or one hour -and -a -half block. Additional time could easily be added
for further investigation and/or discussion.
Learning Objectives:
Students will be able to:
Define the word “propaganda”
Have a basic knowledge of the career of Joseph Gobbels and of the Nazi propaganda strategy of “Total
Propaganda”
List and define the following propaganda techniques: Name Calling, Glittering Generalization,
Euphemism, Transfer, Testimonial, Plain Folks, Bandwagon, Fear, Guilt by Association, and
Unwarranted Predictions
Make educated judgments about whether a media source they are investigating is or is not propaganda

Figure 4. Leo Lesson Plan II
introduction to a term ‘propaganda” divided by five separate categories that focused on
propaganda in the modern world. Websites serve as a way for students to begin
exploring the culture of modern propaganda. Michael Moore’s website
www.michalemore.com and Anne Coulter ‘s site at www.annecoulter.com/ are two
examples that offer political opinion from liberal and conservative points of view.
At the conclusion of e-TEAMS Leo was eager for another project using
technology.

Future Possibilities
I see myself continuing to use it in the way I have used it in the past year
or so. Once I got my planning figured out I figured out how to use
technology more effectively. And I can see myself using it quite a bit. I
see myself using a lot of visuals. I like to use a lot of visuals I project them
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and then analyze them. The prepracticum student that I had, we were
studying social reform movements during the anti-bellum era we focused
on social reform movements and she found a wonderful series I think at
the Library of Congress of cartoons well not really cartoons but
instructional ... a series of images on the ill affects of too much drinking
and about how a person who abuses the family and looses their home, it
was from a religious point of view. It definitely had the sensibility of
something from the early 19th century. It was a whole series of images that
you could show the student to say these are the tracks that the temperance
reform movement distributed because it was a literate society but not a
highly literate society. There were captions to these images but it was sort
of a preachy cartoon about the evils of drinking. You can only find that
(images like these) as far as I know on the Internet. If it was published it
would probably be beyond our budget to buy it. And if it is published, I
have not seen it. It may be used as an image of social reform in a book, but
I have not seen it.

Teacher Profile Two
Sandra teaches kindergarten in a small elementary school in a suburban
community. During the e-TEAMS project, she had a class of 17 students, half of whom
were students of color and/or were speaking English as a new language. Sandra has
been a public school teacher for 33 years.
Recalling her childhood experiences with technology in the late fifties and early
sixties, Sandra remembers the influences of radio and television on her family life.
We would turn on this very small little beige radio with the front piece
cloth of red and we would dance in the garage to rock and roll. Then,
when it came time for the American Bandstand show, we would go in and
watch it on television. It was the most exciting thing. It was so neat. The
second most exciting thing was Walt Disney on Sunday night so we got to
see these wonderful movies. Red Skelton did a nighttime show and I
remember sneaking half way down the stairs so I could hear the jokes.
Sandra remembered forming strong opinions about the technologies she liked
and the ones she did not.
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So even though I thought TV and radio were great, I didn’t think of them
as technology. I thought of that wonderful adding machine that the tape
came out of as technology. I wanted to use that. But I didn’t want to have
anything to do with that movie camera or learning how to run a film
because I didn’t like how I looked on it. When it came time to teach, I
realize now my aversion to using those huge reels to show movies to kids.
Sandra’s attraction to television contained the beginnings of her recognition that
technology also conveyed subtle meanings and hidden messages.
Now years later I know what was going on. We were actually learning
about the influence of American music. When I say American I mean
Black American music that had begun in the late 1800’s with Scott Joplin
and ragtime and progressed through the Black community into our lives
through Elvis. At that point I didn’t know any Black musicians, I just
knew that rock and roll was fabulous. I had no idea about Louis
Armstrong, Ella Fitzgerald, and Duke Ellington. This was the technology
that introduced me to society.
As a new teacher in 1970s, Sandra recalls making multicultural topics a central
part of her curriculum. Every' year, she and her students studied Native American foods
instead of celebrating Thanksgiving. She read aloud the life story of the inventor
George Washington Carver during Black History Month. Several times, she reenacted
the famous “blue eyes/brown eyes” anti-racial discrimination activity with her students.
In the mid-1980s, she began giving Writing Boxes to every child in the classroom to use
at home for creative self-expression. In 1988, she received a national State Farm Good
Neighbor Award for integrating children’s writing into across the curriculum.
In the early 1990s, Sandra purchased a Macintosh computer for her classroom
with her own money. Children began spending time every day on the machine playing
learning games and writing stories and poems. This happened several years before the
school district decided to equip every classroom with multiple machines. But even
when computers were in place in every classroom in her school, some teachers rarely
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used them. In Sandra’s room, the machines were always on and the children were
always using them.
When she joined e-TEAMS, Sandra said she was eager to learn new dimensions
of how computers could promote learning. Her e-coach, Janna, had been her student
teacher three years before. Their first lesson, “Postcards for Your Ears,” was intended
to improve home/school communication. The postcards, supported by PowerPoint,
were multimedia greetings authored by children and adults. During the first week of
kindergarten, a digital picture of each student’s family was uploaded into the
PowerPoint presentation. Parents or guardians recorded messages to their child to
attach to the pictures so that the children could listen to voices from home whenever
they wanted. Next, photos and voices of the children were inserted into the PowerPoint.
When families arrived for the first teacher conference of the year, they could view a
greeting from their child that displayed the vocabulary words and counting strategies
each youngster had learned.

First Lesson Plan
Postcards for Your Ears was designed to introduce Kindergarteners using
written and visual language to communicate their ideas to different audiences, including
their teachers and their families. The key features of the lesson were tied to videotape
and PowerPoint.
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Lesson Plan I: Postcards For Your Ears
Grade Levels: K-2 English Language Arts
Overview: Through the use of video and web students create postcards on the computer that include
digital photos of them and recorded messages that can be played for themselves, family, or friends.
Audio-Postcards let youngsters feel like and behave as writers. Children compose their words, revise
whatever they choose to, decide the topics to include, the objects to feature (which may be what they
have drawn, written, or learned about in school which can be scanned into the computer and added to
audio-letters or audio-postcards). Audio-Postcards enable kindergarten students to experience the
satisfaction of creating messages to friends and families through correspondence in their own words
before they acquire the physical skills of letter formation and the knowledge about spelling and
punctuation necessary to write independently on paper. This is confidence building and interest
stimulating learning that enables every child to succeed with writing to friends and family.
Time Allotment: 20 minutes times number of children in class
Learning Objectives:
Students will be able to:
• record a message to family and friends on the computer
• choose background and font colors for their postcard
• arrange digital pictures on the postcard
• copy and paste clip art
• compose a message about a special object from home or school
Web Resources:
Media Components:
Video Reading Rainbow, Mummies Made in Egypt (GPN) Web Sites
1)

Discovery Schools Clip Art Gallery http://school.discovery.com/clipart/index.html

Discovery School now makes it easy to add graphics to your next project, whether it’s for home or
school. Choose from hundreds of original clip art pieces, including animations!” You cannot use
more than ten pictures and the credit must read - "Clip art licensed from the Clip Art Gallery on
DiscoverySchool.com"
2) Kid Views http://www.eduplace.com/kids/rdg/chall.html On this web site children can read
reviews written by other children. Children can also submit their own written reviews.
3) PortaPortal http://portaportal.com/ This web site is a web-based book marking utility that lets you
store links to your favorite web sites online. It makes it so that your web sites are no longer on just
one machine.
Literature Title: Dear Mrs. LaRue: Letters from Obedience School Author: Mark Teague
Materials Multimedia Tools:
Computer with Internet access Digital Camera Microphone Floppy Disks (1 per 2 students)
Computer Programs: Microsoft Power Point Objects: Students may bring favorite items from home
(stuffed animals, collections, books, toys) or choose objects from school to enhance the photo on
their postcards.

Figure 5. Sandra Lesson Plan I
Continued, next page.
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Figure 5, cont’d.:

Web sites: http://school.discovery.com/clipart/index.html and
http://www.eduplace.com/kids/rdg/chall.html or you can go to the web site
http://portaportal.com/ to help you bookmark the sites.
This web site is a web-based book marking utility that lets you store links to your favorite web
sites online. Preview the videotape to practice asking the focus questions. Be sure Microsoft
Power Point is on all of the computers you will be using.

First, kids are actively engaged in creating their audio postcards. The children
do not follow a pre-set script from the teacher, but delivered their own personalized
messages. To rehearse their oral presentations the children watch other children doing
book reviews on Reading Rainbow videos. The children in the class are asked what
they observed about the presentation style of the child reviewers they are watching on
the tape. Sandra asked the students the following questions:
“Does each of them appear relaxed?”
“Do they look as if they are enjoying what they are doing?”
“Is the message that each one delivers clear to the audience?”
“Do the students enjoy seeing the reviewers’ presentations?”
Openings and endings of the taped reviews are discussed in detail. As Sandra
Noted:
At this point the children may have noticed that humor, lively voice, and
interesting summaries of the book unite the three reviews. Resume tape to
view the end of the third book review.
During a second viewing the following day or sometime within the week,
as a focus for media interaction ask students to watch how the reviewers
finish their reviews to compare and contrast what they notice about each
one. Some of the children in the class may want to demonstrate how they
might finish the messages in their postcard. Ask the students how they
would “sum up” or “sign off’ to describe the concept of ending their
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postcards. Explain the terms “summing up” or “signing off’ for students
who may not be familiar with these terms.
Second, the PowerPoint postcards done by the parents on the first day of school
serve as a way for children to organize their own PowerPoint presentations. As Sandra
explained:
Show them the audio-postcards their families wrote to them. Take a
digital photo of each child with a self-chosen object from the classroom or
from home. Choose two or three questions that each child will answer
when composing the postcard. Ask students to count by l’s as high as
they can go. Some go to 100 while others stopped at 12, 20, 49, or 50.
Inquire what they like best at school. After they record their answers to
these two questions, ask why they had chosen the objects they included in
the photo and type their dictation onto the card. The children’s messages
may be as long as they want. Keep the replies to close to a minute in order
for the recording to be easy to listen to and maximally interesting. Before
recording each audio-postcard, ask children to record their names and ages
and let them listen to the result. Soft voiced children understand why they
need to increase their volume and children holding the microphone to
close realize why I ask them to hold it differently for the postcard
recording.
As children create their own PowerPoint presentations, Sandra emphasized the
importance of writers imagining how readers will respond to what has been presented.
For young writers, different technologies reveal the connections between writers and
readers and speakers and listeners in unique ways. The children also see how
computers, scanners, digital cameras, microphones, and other devices serve as tools that
support a larger goal, in this case, writers communicating with readers and listeners.
The second project entitled “EncycloMEdia,” was a digital scrapbook created
with PowerPoint software and the classroom scanner. Each EncycloMEdia became a
multimedia archive of students’ stories, poems and journal entries. The PowerPoint
format allowed the students and the teachers to scan evidence of learning and personal
artifacts, creating a digital portfolio for every student.
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Lesson Plan II:
Title: An Encyclo-ME-dia for Every Child
Grade Levels: K-3 Writing, Math, Science,
Overview: An Encyclo-ME-dia is a digital scrapbook comprising information-text and pictures-specific
to each student. Chapters in a child's Encyclo-ME-dia store personal records, stories, poems, art work
with photographs and written captions.
Time Allotment:
For Kindergarten, daily 20-45 minutes for a week at a time For grades 1 -3, daily, 45 to 60 minutes, two
or three days at a time This could be a yearlong project.
Learning Objectives: Students will be able to: Construct charts and graphs that record personal
information; Write (or dictate) captions, stories, poems, letters and reports; Create on screen displays of
art scanned into an Encyclo-ME-dia; Correctly use and read a stopwatch, calendar, and clock, digital
camera, scanner, personal computer files, and software.
Media Components Web: Plants In Motion
http://sunflower.bio.indiana.edu/~rhangart/plantmotion/starthere.htmI This is a fascinating Web site on
plants. You can click on a link to see seeds germinate. There are three parts to this web site: movies on
plant growth, plant art and teaching/leaming projects.
Measure It! funbrain.com/measure/index.html This is an interactive game where the student is shown a
ruler with a red bar above it and they must pick the answer that has the correct answer for the length of
the red bar. The student can play with centimeters or inches.
Video: Reading Rainbow: Bea and Mr. Jones (Episode 3) PBS/GPN

Figure 6. Sandra Lesson Plan II
The Encyclo-ME-dia has many dimensions, facilitated by technology. As
Sandra wrote in her lesson plan:
In the process of creating, updating, and revising Encyclo-ME-dia-s,
children and adults practice the skills necessary to become independent
data collectors: scanner users; writers of captions, diaries, letters, and
autobiographies; digital photographers; creators of graphs, lists, and
charts; and designers of eye-catching page lay-outs.
One key part of the lesson is its time length. This is not a lesson that is over and
done with in a few days or a week. Noted Sandra:
Over a period of a few months or throughout an entire school year,
students and adults input data into Encyclo-ME-dia-s using digital
cameras, scanners, and computers to record photos, writing, and art.
Microsoft PowerPoint creates chapters for the information they decide to
include in the Encyclo-ME-dia-s: measurements of personal records, diary
entries, memories, and other topics a child wishes to include.
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Another dimension of this lesson plan is how it introduces children to the
concept of an encyclopedia. As Sandra wrote:
Bring the class to the library or bring a set of encyclopedias to the class.
Ask small groups of children skim through different volumes and be ready
to report some of the topics they have found. At this point each child
should take a volume and look to see if there is a topic of special interest
in that volume. When the class has finished its brief exploration of the
encyclopedia volumes as well as their reporting, restate that each volume
describes and explains many different ideas and topics.
Each person in the class is full of ideas and topics, which will give them
just what they need to be able to compose an Encyclo-ME-dia. Tell them
that their work will be called an Encyclo-ME-dia because each volume
will be about themselves, ME, and they will use many kinds of media to
put it together.
A third point of the project involves children organizing separate chapters for their
encyclopedia. One chapter, using a video based on the book, Bea and Mr. Jones, relates
to children’s memories:
“Did you ever wish you could go backwards in time to do something again
you really liked?” Or go forwards in time to a day being a grown up? Or
switch places with someone for a day? What memories might you have if
you could do that?”
A second chapter focuses on the mathematical measurement of children’s height and
includes a digital photography and website called Measure It!
Each pair of students is measured, two digital photos of each are moved
from the camera into the Measuring Chapter of each child's Encyclo-MEdia and then the four to six children in the group see each other's photos on
the computer. Step 4: The following day one of the other groups works
with you, partners together, lying on the floor and is measured with items
between pieces of masking tape and photographed for the Measuring
Chapter of each one's Encyclo-ME-dia. When the measuring activity
finishes with this group, have the children go to the Web site, Measure It!
funbrain.com/measure/index.html as the focus for media Interaction tell
the children they will use this Web site just as they would use a workbook
page. From the options for measurement activities, click on an appropriate
choice for the students to use and have them work singly, in pairs, or small
groups to complete the measuring activity.
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Other chapters document children’s artwork and science projects. The science
chapter also includes:
Tell the students that they will be growing bean seeds. Explain the project
that the children will be observing and set up the activity for them to
begin. At the beginning of the growing bean study have the students visit
this Web site Plants In Motion at sunflower.bio.indiana.edu/
-rhangart/plantmotion/starthere.html.
For Sandra, the personal relationship she forged with her e-coach was one of the
crucial ingredients to the success of the projects:
Janna and I could short-cut conversations to get more done. That personal
relationship prior to the working relationship made the difference in the
long run as far as what we accomplished with technological change.
Moreover, her e-coach’s “knowledge of computers and game playing was much wider
than mine. When I described what I wanted done, she was able to very easily do it.”
Sandra also commented on the importance of Janna’s presence in the classroom.
She could actually be in the classroom co-teaching. She and I created the
ideas for the EncycloMedia; she actually created (set up) the PowerPoint
template. If she had not been able to do that, we probably would not have
gotten Postcards for the Ears done because I would have had to have done
them myself.
Technology aside, Sandra’s lesson plan typify the style and methods that she
employs in the classroom. In an effort to reach many students with many learning
styles, she infuses comprehensive understandings with low-tech multimedia resources.
Consequently her interest in finding multiple resources has opened her scope of
technology as a teaching tool. Moving from audio and video samples of reports and
reviews, she has now begun to incorporate productivity and presentation tools like

Microsoft word and PowerPoint. For Sandra, her e-coach was a catalyst for new
approaches.
My e-coach influenced the process. She influenced that immensely, she
herself had taught, is a certified teacher had know me for all of the three
years she had been working in schools because she was my intern. So, the
relationship was one of in-depth knowing and understanding and
respecting and liking so it was really easy. She’d say, “Well we need to
do this. “ And I’d say, “Fine let’s do it.” She’d say, “I have to do it this
way.” I’d say, “Ok, that’s what we will do. The teamwork on that
produced a pretty easy to understand clear, lesson plan.”

Teacher Profile Three
Andrea is in her third year as elementary school teacher. She teaches second
grade in a small rural mill town. The children come from a mix of middle and lowincome families. There are 18 students in her classroom.
Andrea grew up with a computer in her home, but not in her elementary school.
We had a computer when I was younger. We had the Oregon Trail
(software) and math fact games and Math Blaster games. We didn’t have
a computer lab at school and we didn’t have one (computer) in the
classroom. My older brother and my younger sister and I used it (the
computer at home). We called it the computer room. It was an extra room
and there was nothing else in there. We loved the Oregon Trail and we
would use it every day for a month and then we would stop for a while.
Any videos we watched were ones that we bought, like Disney Movies.
We didn’t watch too much TV.
Andrea’s experiences with technology in high school and college were relatively
commonplace, but this changed when she took her first teaching job at her current
school.
We (the school) got a technology grant and they (other staff) are beginning
to show us a lot of new things. I have not used a lot of them. But we are
beginning to learn a lot as a school community. The library got an
Activision Board, which they are going to use in their library class. Some
of the teachers taught us how to harvest websites and we have put together
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a website for second grade teachers to use as a resource and we all
harvested different websites for different subjects.
Andrea, however, did not emphasize computer technology in her teaching.
In my classroom we have two computers but we don’t really use them as
part of the curriculum. Sometimes we use them in the reading curriculum
because they have a (digital) story. But the overhead, is that technology?
We use the overhead ten times a day. We make the curriculum really
visual instead of telling them what they need to do. There are overheads
for everything and they love it.
The relative non-use of computers in the classroom was not the way Andrea
hoped it would be.
I think I am moving slower than some of the other teachers because I see
them as being really comfortable and using the Activision smart board.
All the terms that they throw out; I still don’t know all of them. It takes
time to find out how to use these (skills). If I had time. I’ll make time. If I
make time, I’ll bring them (the students) up to the Activision Board and
the Internet. I am not really good at searching the Internet. I feel like I
work for an hour and I only get like one good thing out of it. I am glad we
are having more workshops. If I go to a workshop and I come back right
away and try it, I remember it. But if I read it, I wouldn’t remember all
the steps.
For Andrea, her e-coach was able to fill two gaps, the gap of knowledge and the
gap of time:
She did give us some ideas of where we could start and what we could do.
She did a lot of background work on the Massachusetts curriculum
frameworks. She picked out all the different frameworks that we would
need in science, social studies and writing.
Andrea, her e-coach, and another teacher on her team decided on two local
community, technology-enhanced social studies lessons. The first phase of the project
involved students in a photojournalism activity. As a family homework assignment, the
students went out into the community and took photographs with small disposable
cameras. The photographs were places in the community that were important to the
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students. Equipped with a camera, a notebook, and a special backpack for carrying the
tools, the students learned about documenting the community in their own words and
pictures.
Once the students had taken their photos, they brought the cameras back to the
classroom and the next phase of the project was underway.
We were looking for different maps and our coach called different town
halls. She ended up going to an architect and they ended up making the
map 100 times bigger. And that was neat for the kids because she
laminated it and put a lot of work into it. We started on a class website.
That was really neat. It was on TaskStream and I actually carried that
throughout the year to the end of the year. It is a little disappointing
though when you ask how many parents actually used the website. Not all
the kids have Internet; not a lot of people checked it.
Exploring the Community, Andrea’s first lesson plan Andrea chose was
based on the Massachusetts Curriculum Massachusetts History and Social Science
Standards’ definition of community. The key elements of that definition include:
•

the description of the location and features of places in the immediate
neighborhood, city and town

•

identification and purpose of historic bulidings, monuments, and landmarks

•

examples of good and sevices provided by local business and industry
Also included in this activity are standards based research and writing activities

including:
• Brief summaries based on research
• editing text to make it clearer, more logical, or more expressive
• revision of writing to improve level of detail
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The lesson begins with students setting out into the community in the role of
journalist and anthropologist in the field collecting data, next it moves to data
representation, and then culminates with students publishing their work.
At each stage, technology is integral to the teaching and learning experience.
They take between 4 to 6 pictures of important places in the community adding a
written descripton in their notebook about each picture and why it is important to them
personally.
Once the pictures have been developed, students and teachers choose the
pictures for the website adding refining the text that they had written in their notebooks
and arranging the material in a web friendly format. Publishing involves presenting
their electronic work to parents who can visit their projects online.
The foundation for this lesson plan is built on real life application and
adventures of the students. Often community lessons done with youngsters begin
with an in class brainstorming session on the definition of community. The question
“What is community?” is followed by a list of community qualities or a working
definition is written on paper. A field trip frequently accompanies that discussion.
The trip includes a prearranged visit to the local fire and police departments. These
preordained trips leave out the student’s own personal community experiences.
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Lesson Plan I:
Exploring Our Community
Subject Matter: Social Studies, Language Arts, Technology
Overview: During the community unit, students will explore different aspects of their community. As a
result, they will become more familiar with their community. The students will learn what their
community has to offer as well as what part they play as citizens in their community.

Grade Level: 1-4
Time Allotment: 8-10 1 hour blocks
Learning Objectives: Student will be able to:
•
photograph their community.
•
•
•
•

retell in their own words why the picture they choose is their favorite part of their community.
assist in creating a web page to display what they discovered while exploring their community.
give examples of the goods and services that exist in their community
use the Internet to access the class website.

Media Components:
Websites:
•
•

T askstream: www.taskstream.com/pub
Web Wizards worksheet: http://wizards.hprtec.org

Materials: Disposal Cameras, Kodak Picture CD, Computer, Internet Access, Notebooks, Backpacks,
Class Websites

Figure 7. Andrea Lesson Plan I
By contrast Andrea’s lesson was rooted in the exploration of the student’s
personal definition of community. From a student-eye view, the perspective was
captured in both words and pictures building on student knowledge and background
to introduce multiple perspectives of community. The presence of technology in the
activity allowed for these personal definitions of community to become public. The
chance to publish the work online gave the students reason to spell words correctly
and write up an accurate description of the community that they had captured in
through pictures now in words. The classroom website established an organized
classified, searchable museum; honoring not only the students’ knowledge of
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community but also the artistic photojournalism work that documenting the
community.
“Mapping our Community” the second lesson plan was based on the
Massachusetts Curriculum Massachusetts English Language Arts Curriculum
Frameworks and Massachusetts History and Social Science Standards these standards
are based on the heretofore stated goals as well as the following goals targeting student
presentations:
•

Students will be able to give oral presentations about experiences or interests
using eye contact, clear adequate volume, pronunciation, and enunciation
Andrea states that this lesson emphasizes map making and students “creating a

series of maps through which they will show their growing awareness of their extended
community.” As in Andrea’s first lesson plan, digital cameras and student photography
are the main activities. Using the children’s pictures, resized and taped to a wall map of
the community, kids construct routs to go from point A to point GB. The children
compose written directions from teacher questions like,” How far do you go down the
Main street?” The children’s presentation is video-taped so the kids can view
themselves and improve their presentation skills.
Andrea’s case suggests how the social context of a school can influence how
teachers think about technology. In her building, the principal and some of the other
teachers were emphasizing technology, leaving Andrea feeling left behind the pace of
change. As a relatively new teacher, she had not had many occasions to think about
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Lesson Plan I:
Mapping Our Community: How to get there form here?
Overview: During the community unit, students will explore different aspect of their community. As a
result, they will become more familiar with their community. Through a series of activities they will
develop their map skills. Students will understand that a map is a special kind of drawing. Every map
has symbols that represent real things and real places. It paints a picture in minds to provide valuable
information about the earth and its people.
Grade Level: 1-4
Time Allotment: 10- 30 minutes blocks
Subjects Matter: Social Studies, Language Arts, Mathematics, and Technology
Learning Objectives: Student will be able to:
•
photograph their community.
•
identify different types of maps.
•
use the compass rose on a map.
•
use the scale on the map
•
understand why direction are important.
•
write and present direction from one place on the map to another.
•
identify the town, state, and country they live in.
•
locate different locations on a map.

Media Components:
Websites:
Fact monster: http://sf.factmonster.com/ipka/AO 108225.html
•

Fact Monster is a searchable database of facts delivered via the Internet. Fact Monster allows the
researcher to find facts that are delivered through the contents of the Columbia Encyclopedia,
Sixth Edition, published by Columbia University Press, the Infoplease Dictionary, based on the
Random House Webster's Unabridged Dictionary and the Infoplease Atlas, which includes
several hundred maps from Magellan Geographix. Also included in the search engine are
selections from The TIME for Kids Almanac, and The TIME Almanac, with Information Please

World Factbook: The world Fact Book published by the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) is
based on an annual report of the National Intelligence Survey (NIS) This lesson plan included the use of
some of its physical maps.
http://www.cia.gov/cia/publications/factbook/reference maps/physical world.html

Figure 8. Andrea Lesson Plan II
how technology might promote student learning nor had technology played an
important role in her own education. Working with her e-coach on the community
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photo mapping and classroom website project opened new directions for where she
might like to go as a teacher, but the complexities of scarce resources and the demands
of time remained roadblocks to change. Thinking about the next school year, she
observed:
I was going to do it again this year, but not enough kids have computers.
I just type a newsletter on the computer every week and add little graphics
to it. I’ll definitely do this community project again, but I am not sure we
will have the cameras and other resources provided by UMass.

Teacher Profile Four
Ted teaches English at a comprehensive high school in a small western
Massachusetts community. He is a veteran of 10 years in the classroom and serves as
both the English department chairperson and the faculty advisor to the student
Yearbook. During the time he was in the e-TEAMS project, Ted was teaching courses
in literature, journalism, and creative writing to 11

th

th

and 12 graders.

Ted’s early memories of technology go back to high school, experiences that
carry over to his teaching today.
I can remember in the ninth grade when we were introduced to a basic
programming class using primitive Apple computers. Of course, it was a
real novelty back then, and it's amazing to see how far the technology has
come in just twenty years or so. My students today have grown up with
computers and in some ways take for granted what the technology offers.
By the end of high school, I was using a word processor and a computer
for typing papers. In my first year at Stonehill College, a new computer
center was built where most students were required to take a writing class
that used computers. Having to use the lab to draft and print our papers
really helped me see the benefits of using computers for drafting and
revising writing. That appreciation is something that I've tried to convey to
my students today.
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As a teacher, Ted has made regular use of computers as word processing and
publishing tools.
In my first few years of teaching, my journalism students would use
computers to produce the school newspaper and the yearbook. I distinctly
recall having a student teach me how to use the PageMaker program. It
was a bit humbling to have to leam from a student, but I eventually
learned to appreciate the knowledge students had to offer and welcomed
what students could teach me and each other about technology. It is
generally acknowledged by staff members at my school that we cannot
keep up with some of the students when it comes to computers. In fact,
there are several (high school student) interns at our school who help
manage the school website, trouble-shoot computer problems.
In the past few years, Ted has begun considering how to use the Internet as an
educational tool.
I was as intrigued as anyone by the Internet when it became available
during the middle of my teaching career. I saw the benefits that the
Internet could provide when it came to finding research for papers or for
background to literature. Gradually, through some sporadic professional
development, I came to see more of what the Internet could provide with
regard to teaching (PowerPoint, lesson plans, primary source documents).
However, finding the time to really design relevant lessons using the
Internet or other technology was near to impossible.
Ted and his e-coach chose the novel To Kill a Mockingbird as the focal point for
their first technology infusion project. The book, one of the required literature units at
the school, was read by Ted’s class as a opener to discussions of social, cultural, and
historical themes. Primary sources harvested from the Internet provided the context for
classroom study. The sources were organized within the Project Poster website that
served as portal of information containing ten key topics related to the book. (Project
Poster is a resource for students and teachers that allow them to post simple one page
websites online free of charge.) Ted used this online software as a launching point by
providing his students with an informational page that included a sample of a primary
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source and an image that captured the essence of the source. This format served as a
model for students to use to organize their own research using an electronic publishing
tool.
Digital cameras were used in the second lesson plan designed for Ted’s creative
writing class. Poetry Publication introduced students to several types of poetry while
using digital images of everyday objects as sources of inspiration. The outcome was
two-fold, the students were able to see poetry in the commonplace, and they learned
ways that multimedia could present their writing. Internet resources were used to
expose the students to an array of poetry styles and online software was used to publish
the poems.
Ted told us that these units were among the best teaching that he had done in his
career. He was astonished by the participation of his students. One of Ted’s literature
students told him that she had never before used computers for anything but instant
messaging her friends. After working on the Poetry Publication website, she had gained
a whole new understanding of technology. She had never realized that computers could
be used for learning or that she could actually create some of the content she found
online.
Ted’s first lesson plan features poetry as a focal point of study. Within the
plan he integrates Massachusetts Curriculum Standards into his teaching. The
standards he includes are identification, analysis and application of various types of
poetry. In addition he includes an investigation of creative language and its appeal
to the senses.
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Lesson Plan I: Poetry Publication
Grades: 11-12
English
Overview:
This lesson provides students with an understanding of various poetry forms and relevant literary terms.
Students will practice writing several types of poems, will capture images that connect to their poetry,
and will post these poems and images online.
Time Allotment:
Two Weeks
Learning Objectives:
Students will be able to:
•
•

identify several types of poetry forms including concrete, haiku, iimerick, and simple lyric.
identify various literary techniques.

•
•

write various literary forms, using some devices of sound and/or figurative language.
Select and edit two original poems that will be placed online for viewing by others.

Web Resources:
The Academy of American Poets
http://www. poets, or 2/
A listing of poets and their poetry, as well as news related to the topic.
Contemporary American Poetry Archive
http://capa. conncoll. edu/
Out of print poetry made available to the public.
Project Bartleby
http://www. bartlebv. com/
Internet publisher of reference books, poetry, fiction, and nonfiction.
Fact-index.com
http://www. fact-index, com/
Some examples of limericks.
Baymoon.com
http://www. bavmoon. com/~~ariadne/form/concrete, htm
Background to the concrete poem and related links.
Software:
Worksheet Wizard
http://wizard, hprtec. org/
The opportunity to investigate these online resources offers a multi-media approach to poetry. The ability
to access multiple definitions of poetry offers ways for students to expand and enrich their definition of
poetry.
Worksheet Wizard
http: //wizard, hprtec. org/
Allows students and teachers to design simple one and two paged websites. The software is free and
can be utilized live and online. The programs is user friendly because it allows the user to type
words and import pictures into fields or designated areas on the screen. There are fewer choices
offered by this software as complicated to the more conventional web design software. Limiting the
number of color schemes, font sizes and background colors, This easy to use designing software
keeps the webpage simple and the design minimal. The minimizing the amount of time spent on
designing the website, allowing the student or teacher to focus on the ideas being posted instead of
the aesthetics of the site.

Figure 9. Ted Lesson Plan I
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One of the goals of Ted’s lesson was to give the students multiple ways to
access poems, identify them and write their own poetry. In addition the students were
asked to find or create their own visual images that matched or enhanced the poem.
Poems and other canonized works that are often found on yellow-paged antiquated
books on dusty, dimly lit library shelves, can now be easily accessed via online
databases. These data bases are easy to search and present the text on lively, crisp,
interactive pages offering multi-colored, multi-media enhanced texts. Seeing poetry
outside of the book, gives students multiple ways to relate to the text and in turn relate
to the poems “outside of the box”. Outside of the box thinking gives students the
opportunity to experiment with poetry using their own original and creative ideas.
The activity that Ted designed featured two key elements. One element was the
recognition the identification of the terms related to poetry. Identifying a particular
poem as a particular type is not usually an engaging activity for people who are new to
poetry. If students are invited to first appreciate the poem they then have a reason to
learn various forms of poetry and their functions and ultimately employ the functions on
their own. Once the student has experienced the form first hand they are more likely to
remember the form.
Another key element of this activity is the opportunity to publish the poem for a
wide audience. The web-based format along with the picture gives the students a
reason to consider the appeal of the poem and allows for multiple publishing tools to be
utilized in a web-based environment. When the poem is being published it gives the
student a level of formality to recognize and keep in mind while they are writing. Since
the poem is being published there is more reason to use conventional spelling and to
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adhere to the poem’s form. If a student sets out to write a limerick, then the audience
will expect the limerick to contain certain elements.
Ted’s second lesson explored Harper Lee’s novel, To Kill a Mockingbird. It
begins with an exploration of what historical, social, or cultural figures, issues and
events were relevant in the understanding of the text and then moves to the
comprehension an analysis of the student’s research.
Ted like Leo sees the value in using primary source documents to situate the
context of the text the students are studying into history. Ted writes the following into
the lesson plan:
With a strong background of the history behind the novel, students will be
better able to engage with the text and understand its overall significance.
He suggests the following results may arise after the students begin their
investigations:
The teacher will ask students to consider the importance of understanding
the context of a literary work, and will ask students for examples to help
illustrate this point. For example, if students have recently read A Raisin
in the Sun, the teacher can ask students what historical, social, or cultural
figures, issues, or events were relevant in the understanding of the text.
With Hansberry’s play, students would likely mention racial tensions of
the 1950’s and the issue of assimilation in American society. If the
students have recently read Lord of the Flies, they would likely see as
central to the text the backdrop of WWII and the use of the atomic bomb.
After students have thought about the importance of historical, social, or
cultural figures, issue, and events in reading literature, they will be told of
the class project that will be used to introduce the novel, To Kill a
Mockingbird. They will be given an explanation of the project and their
specific responsibilities.
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Lesson Title: Introducing To Kill a Mockingbird with History
Grade Level: 10
Time Allotment: Approximately One Week
Overview: Students can better understand and appreciate Harper Lee’s novel. To Kill a Mockingbird,
when they have a grasp of the social, cultural, and historical connections to the work’s setting and plot.
This project will require students to individually research one of ten topics related to the novel and relate
their findings to their peers. Students will use the Internet for both primary and secondary source
research and will use a computer (and TV screen) to display their discovered information to their
classmates. With a strong background of the history behind the novel, students will be better able to
engage with the text and understand its overall significance.
Subject Matter English/History
Learning Objectives:
Students will be able to explain the major historical figures and events that connect to Kill a Mockingbird.
Students will be able to discern the difference between primary and secondary source information.
Students will be able to comprehend and analyze information and be able to present this information to an
audience of their peers.
Media Components:
Group A: Scottsboro Case
Background information — Historychannel.com
http://www.historychannel.com/perl/print_book. pl?ID= 112347
Primary source document - Famous Trials - Photo of the accused
http://www.law. umkc.edu/faculty/projects/FTrials/scottsboro/scottsb.htm
Group B: Great Depression
Background information -- Historychannel.com
http://www.historychannel.com/perl/print_book.pl?ID=89774
Primary source document - Dorothea Lange photographs of migrant workers
http://lcweb.loc.gov/rr/print/list/128 migm.html
Group C: Eleanor Roosevelt
Background information -- Historychannel.com
http://www.historychannel.com/perl/print_book.pl?ID=l 10581
Primary source document - Eleanor Roosevelt paper on Discrimination
[difficulty with site access]
Group D: Franklin Delano Roosevelt
Background information — Historychannel.com
http://www.historychannel.com/perl/print_book.pl?ID= 110582
Primary source document - Juntosociety.com - 1 st Inaugural Speech
http://www.juntosociety.com/inaugural/fdroosevelt.html

Figure 10. Ted Lesson Plan II
Continued, next page.

Figure 10, cont’d.:

Group E: Work Progress Administration
Background information -- Historychannel.com
http://www.historychannel.com/perl/print_book.pl?ID= 120983
Primary source document - American Memory ~ Posters from the WPA
http://lcweb2.loc.gov/ammem/wpaposters/highlight 1 .html
Group F: National Association for the Advancement of Colored People
Background information -- Historychannel.com
http://www.historychannel.com/perl/print_book.pl?ID= 103120
Primary source document - Cover of The Crisis
http://search.eb.com/blackhistory/micro/727/82.html
Group G: National Socialism
Background information -- Historychannel.com
http://www.historychannel.com/perl/print_book.pl?ID=103159
Primary source document - Hitler’s words on propaganda
http://fcit.coedu.usf.edu/holocaust/resource/document/DocPropa.htm
Group H: Martin Luther King, Jr.
Background information -- Historychannel.com
http://www.historychannel.com/perl/print book.pl?ID=95833
Primary source document - Juntosocietyhistory - "I Have a Dream" Speech
http://www.juntosociety.com/hist_speeches/mlkihad.html
Group I: Lynching
Background information -- Historychannel.com
http://www. historychannel.com/perl/print_book. pl?ID=98906
Primary source document - Women and Social Movements - Document by
Director of Association of Southern Women for the Prevention of Lynching
http://womhist.binghamton.edu/aswpl/doc 16.htm [some difficulty with access]
Group J: Rosa Lee Parks
Background information - Historychannel.com
http://www.historychannel.com/perl/print book.pl?ID= 105878
Primary source document - Scholastic.com - Photo of Arrest
http://teacher.scholastic.com/rosa/navart/i_rosa_arrest.jpg

Ted parses the activity into 3 separate learning activities including an
introductory research phase, an in depth and comparative analysis and production
phase; and a publishing and dissemination phase.
Your task will be to research a topic that connects in some way to the
reading of our next novel, To Kill a Mockingbird.
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Phase One: The first part of your task is to access the description of your
topic (listed below) and to read the information carefully. In your own
words, write notes on the important elements of that description. (Limit
yourself to 7-10 sentences.)
Ted provided primary source documents as resources for writing descriptions for
the following topics:
•

Scottsboro Case

•

Great Depression

•

Eleanor Roosevelt

•

Franklin Delano Roosevelt

•

Work Progress Administration

•

National Association for the Advancement of Colored People

•

National Socialism

•

Martin Luther King, Jr.

•

Lynching

•

Rosa Lee Parks
A second task was assigned requiring the students to dig deeper into the

resource and begin to make connections between the historical event or figure and the
possible meaning of the text.
The second part of your task is to access the primary source document (a
photograph, a letter, a speech, a poster, etc.) that is connected in some way
to your topic. Study the piece and write a one-paragraph description of the
document. Write another paragraph on what connection the document has
to your topic. Write a final paragraph on what your personal reaction
is/was to the primary source document.
Two possible publishing venues were made available along with instructions
that set parameters on the ways in which they were used to publish the information.
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The third part of your task is to prepare to present your information to the
other ten students using a computer and the connected television screen.
You have two options. Open a blank Microsoft Word document and type
a summary of what you wrote in both the first and second parts (described
above). Or, if you are familiar with the PowerPoint program, create a 6-10
slide presentation that includes the same information. With whichever
format you choose - either the Word or PowerPoint option - save a copy
of that file to the disk that was given to you.
Finally, you will take a turn to present your findings to the other group
members. Students are responsible for taking notes on the information
that is presented in the presentations.
In Ted’s case, his early experiences with computers as writing tools carried over
to how he taught writing to high school students. Like Sandra, he tended to stay with
the technologically familiar, noting with some reluctance that the students knew more
than he did about the ins and outs of technology. Working with an e-coach gave Ted an
opportunity to pursue his interest in the teaching potential of the Internet. It also gave
him personal support for changing his teaching practice. As Ted noted:
It brought the ideal of technology in education closer to the real. While I
knew that there was a vast potential with integrating technology, having
the time, the resources, and the training to make that possible was almost
impossible without the support of e-TEAMS—a teacher's day is so busy as
it is. Lessons about current technology trends were fascinating. Having
an e-coach help design lessons was invaluable. What I've noticed with
regard to using computers in the classroom is that some students who may
lack an engagement with class material really light up when they get to
use the computers. It is even more impressive when some students
possess knowledge about technology that they can showcase in the
classroom.

Teacher Profile Five
Laura is a preservice history teacher participating in the University of
Massachusetts Amherst 180 Days in Springfield Project a one-year masters degree and
teacher licensure program that features immersion in teaching as a central element of
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new teacher preparation. In 180 Days, Laura is teaching in a large urban middle school
in Springfield, MA. The school has more than 500 computers including classrooms
equipped with several machines, a teacher workstation, and a large screen television,
Internet and cable access. However, budget difficulties have held back maintenance on
the school’s technology so many computers are not functioning well. Many of the
students also lack basic computer knowledge, a consequence of a persistent digital
divide between urban communities and the more affluent suburban areas.
In her interview, Laura expressed both interest in and reluctance about
technology. Like the school, Laura too is a mix of technological interested and
reluctance. She has used computers, the Internet, word processing, and other programs,
extensively as an undergraduate. At the same time, she is unsure about how to use
technology as a teacher. She acknowledges that she wants to learn about technology and
how it might make history more interesting and relevant to her students.
The first thing I think of is playing telephone with the paper cup and string
tied to it because that was the earliest form of technology for a four and
five year old to use to talk to somebody. Then, Alphie the computer and
Lightbright, I liked anything that had to do with plugging in and lighting
up or showing numbers. I played with little hand held type games. And I
was obsessed with cash registers when I was a kid. I would go into
Staples and say to my mom, “can I have that?” And my brother was
obsessed with copy machines. I love the whole idea of playing with cash
registers and watching them go “ding” and everything. You know I turned
into a cashier? Maybe that is (a result) of my obsession with cash
registers.
At the beginning of the interview, Laura recalls her early experiences as a
youngster with technology at home. She describes her first recollection of
experimenting with household items next she recalls her experience with
technological toys.
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The next thing I can think of is I had a typewriter when I was little. (You
would type the words into the computer onto a little screen and then the
machine would type the words for you all at once.) I remember I wrote a
paper on Fredrick Douglass and it saved the whole thing and then it typed
it up for me. Then Nintendo Game Boy, it (her interest) stopped there
thought. I don’t know why I just never go into them (other Nintendo
games). I remember The Pad (a game controller in the form of a pad or a
mat that you could use to control the video game.) You could run and
jump on it for the Olympics (game). You can buy those pads anywhere
now. Like at yard sales, people sell them.
And I like Duck Hunt game with the gun. I like the old Mario Brothers
better than the newer games that are out. Although the newer games that
are out, all of the football players look like actual football players because
of the graphics. But it still takes away from Sega Genesis Mutant League
football where the guys look like these hunchbacks running after the ball.
And they don’t really have the ball and the ball is out in front of them and
they are running with it. It is not even holding it. Now, it looks like they
are actually in the game and you can pick the players out of the screen
almost. On the big screen too it is really freaky to watch because it looks
like a football game.
Laura’s experiences created vivid memories of video gaming. When she
describes her experience with gaming technology she refers to her attraction to games
and tools e.g. the cash register that mirrored real life or professional experiences.
Recalling her adolescence, she further describes her experience with the Internet as a
resource for communicating with her peers.
I actually had my first computer when I was in middle school. And I
remember that I was obsessed because we had the CD ROM
encyclopedias and there was a music type thing that you could do. But it
was all on CD ROM Internet was like. I think it was still developing then,
the Internet. And then finally we got the Internet. I think I remember I was
still in middle school. I think I got like a Yahoo account. And by the time
high school hit if you did not have a computer then you were like a looser.
You had to have a computer, you had to have email, and you had to have
Instant Messenger. I think Instant Messenger started when I was in High
school but I never used it until I was a senior.
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School Experiences
Laura was no stranger to technology as she approached her middle school and
high school career, but it was in her teen years that she began to use a personal
computer. At this time the personal computer allowed her to navigate three challenges
that many teens face. One challenge is the ability to access information to be used for
homework projects and classroom study. Third this is the ability to craft, negotiate, and
manage their immediate social culture. Additionally, this is the time when many
teenagers face planning their academic and social futures. Laura’s experience in middle
school shows how the curriculum of the school sought to tailor technological
experiences toward students learning job skills.
I remember in middle school it was all about typing. You had to leam how
to type. You use typing programs all the time. That’s not what I feel like
in Mrs. Cole’s (a technology teacher Laura worked closely with at the
school) computer lab. She is using all of these graphics things. They,
(Laura’s teachers) were very strict about computers. And they were
always treating them like they were eggs. They’d say, “Don’t go near the
computer unless you are told!” “Do not touch the mouse unless we tell
you to touch the mouse!” They (acted) like, it was going to combust in
front of you if you touched it in any different way. And I remember that so
vividly. And I remember that we didn’t use computers in the classroom.
We didn’t even do research (using computers). Honestly, I never did a
spreadsheet until college. It was word processing basically the whole
time.
When commenting on technology, in High School, what Laura did not get to experience
now stands out as important to her.
Now did we have computers in high school? It was not even that long
ago. I do remember I didn’t take classes but our friends took these classes
it was a computer class basically. You do typing and you learn how to do
resumes and you use typing and doing searches. But in the computer lab, I
don’t know if we had a computer lab. But I know we did. I know that there
was a computer in the library. But it is not like now that when you are in
high school you go check your email every second. It is like where are the
computers? They are hidden you know.
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And then I remember they had technology like a TV show they used
computers. I never got involved but they had it I know that. But they still
treated it like it was combustible “Stay away from it you can’t go near it!”
We say that to the kids (her students) now because if you didn’t they
would take the mouse off and be swinging it around. They (her former
teachers) said it like we were just going to kill the thing. Teachers could
not manage it. They (some of her high school peers) took math courses
centered on computers I think they had like CAD (computer aided
drafting) and something else.
A memory of teachers’ and administrators’ fear that computers might be
destroyed accidentally is a reoccurring theme throughout Liz’s career as a student.
System wide, that fear manifested itself in the isolation of computers in their own
special rooms. These rooms, often far away from the main flow of traffic, promised
secure zones that enable administration to closely monitor equipment and cut down on
the chance that technological tools may be lost, stolen or damaged.
While Laura’s formal high school experience distanced her from computers, her
college experience allowed her to become more familiar with technology. One of her
early experiences with technology is an introductory computer course.
I think I was, and I still can be naive at times. They (college) have a whole
library that you can go to check your email. I am not deathly afraid of
computers because I can usually fix something (that breaks) and definitely
get it fixed but, I remember when I took Computer Science 105. I realized
I knew nothing about computers because they have all this stuff and the
language! We were doing website stuff. It does not come easy. It was
create your own website you know when (she refers to the computer
screen) it goes “C: “I don’t know what that means. I couldn’t tell you what
that means still. I just don’t get it. And then we did basic tutorial stuff.
Spreadsheet stuff. And I ended up with a C in that class. It was like the
worst experience of my life. But I had a great teacher Bill Bert he was
kind of hippieish.
The Internet changed Laura’s understanding about her role as a student. An
ever-expanding library at her fingertips, allowed her to access current research from her
desktop. In addition to researching topics and the local and national news, Laura could
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receive and relay news within her social circle. Within that circle a special language
developed. She learned to use language differently utilizing shorthand as a tool to
facilitate speedy communication. Since Instant Messenger allows for rapid transmission
of text, the faster one types the faster one is able to communicate a message.
I had my own computer so I basically worked from my dorm room or my
apartment. And the Internet was the craze in college. Because of instant
message I talked to my roommate who was in the other room. It is kind of
almost like a cult. It really feels like you are in a cult. You use the
language the “LOL” (laugh-out-loud). It kind of boggles my mind now
because when I’m writing a paper I use that (Instant Message shorthand).
Instead of spelling “without” I’ll use that “w/o.” It is kind of like, “I have
to get off of this (using Instant Message shorthand). I am going to put it in
a paper somewhere and look unprofessional. You know “Laugh out
Loud.” It kind of made me stop and think. I did that (used Instant
Message shorthand) this past year.
But I don’t really use it (Instant Messenger) but I stay on it as a reunion
type thing. And then I just stopped using it altogether because I am like,
“Who am I talking to?”
This rapid communication also allows for real time communication between
parties, simulating a conversation that mirrors one that you may find happening
between a groups of people who are in the same room.
I would rather call them (friends) or see them in person. But it is a way to
not have to see the person. So I know many people who have used it for
many different things like get a date, break up. It’s like, “Oh, this is easy
I don’t want to see you anymore. I’m done!” Whoa, wipe your hands
clean.
Laura comments on the type of community she believes the Internet has created.
She recognizes that the computer can create situations that allow people to rely on
goods and services that can be facilitated entirely via the Internet.
And it makes people like... have you seen that movie with Sandra
Bullock? She lives in her house and she doesn’t leave because she works
from her computer she orders pizza from her computer... I forget what
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movie that was but it was about the whole internet and how it takes over
and it make you kind of scared because are people really living like that
are people really living from their homes?
Laura jointed e-TEAMS for two reasons: her desire to know about technology
and a school history project she decided to do for one of her teacher education program
courses. Four activities guided the work that Laura undertook. The first was data
collection, the second, using the Internet as a way to collect and disseminate
information about the project, the third was a Power Point presentation that served as a
digital history book for the school; the fourth, a Welcome Back Night, a celebration of
the school’s history.
Convenience was a factor of the relationship that Laura had with her e-coach.
Since the e-coach’s undergraduate school calendar did not match up with the public
school calendar, the e-coach left Laura’s classroom before the end of the school year.
School for the e-TEAMS graduate class ended before our school year
ended. It was horrible because my e-TEAMS coach was leaving and I still
had to put things on the website. And she (the coach) didn’t really tell me
how to do that before she left. So I was like... Oh buggers! I can’t do
anything (without her). I still don’t know how to put (the writing) into the
website. I wanted to give it to the school. But who knows if the school will
continue?
Laura reflects on the experience that she had with e-Teams and how her ecoach’s idea mushroomed into something larger than she had expected.
Basically it turned into me doing a website because of e-TEAMS.
Because I thought, “Oh I want to do this presentation,” But then Kate said,
“Let’s do a webpage.” and, Oh, I never thought of that. And that turned
into an email account. Then the email account turned into getting in
contact with all kinds of people.
People didn’t know about the event, but through technology they could
know I actually had about 40-50 people (respond to the website). A lot of
them were from 2001 graduates. They (the students) knew a lot of people
(who attended the reunion). Then there’s Robert Brown. This man was
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amazing he’s from the graduating class of 1942. I think he heard about
(the event) from the Republican. I am not sure. He somehow found out
about it. And he came to meet with me showed me his graduation book
and a lot of old stuff. I told him he had to come to Welcome Back Night. I
had two of my students interview him that night, he was excited to see the
presentation, it had a lot of different principals that he had, and teachers
then we had a man from the ‘60s. He said, “ I can’t believe this! I threw
out all my stuff I wish I could have given it to you.” He was sad because
there was not a lot of ‘60s stuff on the screen. I said, “If you know of
anyone from that era, please get in contact with us.” He said, “This is such
a great idea.” They all said it was a great idea. There was some lady there
from the ‘60s and ‘70s but I didn’t get a chance to talk to her because I
was running around like a chicken with my head cut-off.
Historians site is featured in the following pages. It replaces the conventional
lesson plan format that has been included in previous case studies.
HTML the coding for web page design has been left out of this version in order
to make the text available to all types of text readers.
Technology not only facilitated communication between the alumni and the
current students, it also added a dimension to the presentation of the school’s
memorabilia. The mementos when paired with music and text and projected on the
screen allowed the entire audience to appreciate the mementos as a group. PowerPoint
plus creativity created a multi-media movie -like documentary format and acted as a
publishing tool showcasing the student’s research on the history of the school.
They (the audience) seemed to enjoy it. I personally was edgy because it
was a long presentation and it needed to be sped up a little. My students
were like, “This is awful! This is boring!” But the adults even my mentor
came, that was amazing. I thought it was so slow, I put the music from
Chicago and there was a curse word in it. And I thought... “No!” But, it
turned out to be really good.
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Home * Springfield Schools Website * Contact Us* Members
The Wellington Historians
Who We Are
The Wellington Historians are a group of students from Wellington Accelerated Middle School in
Springfield, MA who are interested in history.
We meet once a week after school on Thursdays. By looking a primary sources and conducting
interviews, we gain experience of what a historian’s job actually is and how they create their own history
books.
What We Are Doing
This year, we are researching the history of our school. The project will bring student school spirit and
pride to the community, alumni, faculty and students.
To gather information on the history of Wellington, we will be using the schools official archives,
interviews from various people who are a part of the history of Wellington and the Internet. Using this
information, we will collaborate our sources and turn it into a digital history book shown in a PowerPoint
presentation.
The official history book of Wellington will contain:
1. The history of the buildings,
2. History of people who attended Wellington Accelerated Middle School,
3. History of the faculty,
4. A word from the Wellington Historians
Welcome Back Night
Attention all Wellington Accelerated Middle School Alumni!
On May 2, 2005, the Wellington Historians will host our first ever Welcome Back Night! The event
will be from 6-8pm at Wellington Accelerated Middle School in the Auditorium. Refreshments will
follow. Please join us for this exciting event!

Home * Springfield Schools Website * Contact Us* Members
Contact Us
Alumni and Current Students:
Please feel free to contact us with your stories and experience at Wellington Accelerated Middle School.
We would also love to hear your comments and questions about the Wellington Historians or the school
in general. We are looking forward to hearing from you!
Our email address is:
historians@vahoo.com

Figure 11. Laura Lesson Plan I
Continued, next page.
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Figure 11, cont’d.:
Home * Springfield Schools Website * Contact Us* Members
Members
Our members are sixth graders at Wellington Accelerated Middle School.
Scroll down to read more about them and their individual work.
Katy
Hi my name is Katy. I am 12 years old. I have a lot of pets.
Genevieve
Hello my name is Genevieve. We have gone to the Connecticut Valley History Museum at the
Quadrangle in Springfield. We have read all about the old Wellington School about how they did very
fun stuff there. The old Wellington has been standing there for many years. Then on May 2 the
Wellington historians are going t have a reunion for all the students and teachers that used to go to the old
Wellington. We are making a digital history book for the students that they want to know about the old
Wellington.
Joni
Hi my name is Joni I’m going to talk about why I’m in the club of history.
I’m in the history club because I like to do thing about history and it a good club.

One of the reasons Laura began the history project was to satisfy a community
service learning requirement that was part of her masters program. After witnessing the
positive feedback from the community and realizing the way in which technology when
used effectively can facilitate a positive experience for students, she hopes that the
legacy of the school history book will live on and the school’s history will continue to
be archived. Although Laura remains positive that this will happen, she realizes that it
will not be an easy task.
But I want, eventually, the principal... because she was a former
Wellington student to continue it, but she wants a graduate or a new
teacher to do it. She wants these people to do it but I don’t think they are
going to do it because it was a lot of work and they are not interested in
doing it. It is not a passion of theirs or anything. But I tried to get the new
graduate students pepped up about it because Ms. Markus (principal)
would definitely let them do it. Because I don’t know technology wise
how to go from PowerPoint to a movie. It takes a lot of work. I didn’t have
the technology like Mary (another graduate student) she used the IMac
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like the IMac movie. And that worked well but with the technology that
we have it would have It definitely would take like a year to do. Ms.
Markus found a whole scrapbook in the school. And I was like. Why? I
can’t believe this. But they have it for next year. But the whole idea of this
is that it is a very small part of a big thing. Because, somebody can take it
over, and take it over, and take it over. I hope with technology maybe that
will be better.
They (the schools in the district) have the technology but they don’t let
you use it. Because I wanted to use the whole system that they had in their
auditorium because they have an amazing system where you can use
PowerPoint on the screen instead of using a digital projector. You use the
projector that they have you use the music with it. They have a whole
system like that but they didn’t want me to use it because they (the
administration) were not going to be there that night, they didn’t want to
teach me how to use it because it was going to take to long. I was kind of
mad because Ms. M. treated me like I was a five-year old basically. You
know she said things like, “You have to get the keys back to the vice
principal that night or you will have to pay for it.” I thought, “How old do
you think I am?” I wish we could have used all the technology that we
had. But I think it will be all right.
And I hope the website can keep going. The thing is, we used TaskStream
and I am fine with that but it is so hard because I don’t know that program.
And the URL is so long that I wish it could have been something like
Wellingtonhistorians.org or something. Because when you type in
Wellington historians you can "Google" that. It (the current URL) won’t
even go to the current address if you "Google" (search for it).
Laura looks to the future and sees the value of having had experience using
technology for her future classroom work. In addition, she understands that
administrators and other school policy makers are acknowledging the value of
technology to enrich learning experiences.
On my interview I learned that, and the other graduate students have
learned too that, technology is the big question that people ask you when
you are on interviews for jobs. (They ask) “Are you going to use it?” And
“Do you want to use it?” and “Have you used it?’ It is a big deal in most
school systems. Even in urban schools that don’t have a lot of technology
they are interested in using it. They do want to know, “Are you using it? “
And kids get so excited with technology. I know Lila brought in pictures
of Africa and the kids are like, “Oh my gosh! What is going on?” and my
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class was starting to get jealous and they said, “Ms., why don’t you do
this? But it is so neat that you can do this, but it is so hard because she had
to bring up the digital projector. It is so hard to do it from your laptop to
the TV because you have to get a certain cord and we don’t always have
the cord. It would be easier if you were in a school somewhere where
there was wireless. I would use them (computers) all the time. They have
the new wireless labs that you can cart around and for the kids to use.
They get so excited. I use the Hot List that we made with Moe O. (the
instructor if a technology course offered as part of L.’s masters program)
we used Filamentality to make it. And I loved it. And everyone loved the
different math sites that you can use. And so I want to use it again because
the kids are so excited.

Teacher Profile Six
Annie is a history teacher participating in the University of Massachusetts
Amherst teacher Education doctoral program. She has been teaching in a suburban high
school in Longmeadow Massachusetts for six years. Annie’s school is equipped with a
computer in every classroom and Internet access. The majority of the students at this
wealthy suburban high school scored high on standardized tests and plan to go to fouryear colleges. Although the academic standards are high, the equipment is aging and
the teachers are responsible for the maintenance of both the hardware and the software.
At the beginning of her interview, Annie recalls her experience with games as a
youngster.
I remember TV and Radio and Atari (game system). I remember you
needed to bang it the to get it to work. I got a computer around the age of
10 I did not know much about it but it had the Lemonade game where you
had to figure out the price of lemonade. I learned more about the
computer because I needed to figure out how to teach my grandmother
how to use it but she has now exceeded my abilities. In general TV was on
as background noise and so was the radio.
As a professional, Annie has made regular use of computers as word processing,
publishing and data management tools. In addition to data management tools,
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technology remains a primary source of news and entertainment for Annie and her
husband.
I worked as a secretary later on so Excel and Lotus word perfect all those
things. In general (when Annie was a child) TV was on as background
noise and so was the radio. With dinner we (Annie and her husband)
watch the news Peter Jennings 6:30 every night.
In the past few years, Annie has begun exploring how to expand her
technological repertoire including the Internet and educational software.
The technology teaching has been limited to say the least because there’s
not enough money to allow for it. But I do have a TV and a VCR although
now nothing comes out on a VCR tapes anymore. So I am kind of stuck
with a limited amount of space that I have for in the classroom but I have
done a couple of projects.
In addition to conventional VCR technology Annie began including a new state
of the art Personal Response System. A Personal Response System (PRS) looks like a
remote control that is wirelessly connected to a base module. The base module acts as a
processor that is programmed to receive and information entered into the keypad. The
processor poses questions that are projected onto a video screen. The students can
answer the questions posed on the screen via their remote control like device. The
processor keeps track of the questions and the answers and is able to parse them in
many different ways. One feature of this processing ability is a game like template that
allows students to “buzz in” their answers to their questions. Annie noted:
It was good. It was pre-tested (the students) and we used it one time as a
game board. It was a question recall type of thing. We could also ask (the
students) a question and we were also able to have the kids decide if the
one student who answered (the question) was right. I think I liked that
(PRS) better than anything else we did. I use Power Point quite a bit but it
takes that same kind of passive role where you are still lecturing to some
extent. They are focused on something else (the PowerPoint slide show)
and they are not focused on you but at the same time they are still falling
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into the same routine (being passive learners). I like that routine so I have
to try to break away from it.
Annie commented on the fact that the use of the PRS allowed her to challenge
herself as a teacher and expand her repertoire of teaching methods. She notes her
learning and teaching preferences to be different than her students’.
I feel most comfortable in a classroom setting where someone is lecturing
to me. So I feel more comfortable as a teacher using that same kind of
behavior.
And the issue that I find is that teenagers don’t feel the same way. So it is
a struggle for me to find something that is more engaging. Especially
when the younger kids in high school have a hard time grasping what is
going on in history because they are bored by it. So it would be nice if I
could find a lot more active things.
Annie’s coach commented on how the PRS system enhanced the learning and
teaching in the classroom. The technology moved the students and Annie away from a
teacher directed call and response or question answer format into an interactive
conversation built around the questions.
So the class could agree or disagree with the response it was a way to
make questions open ended to tap higher order thinking. Just like you
would randomly call on people to answer questions like picking names
out of a hat. She gave them a study guide so if we had any computer
glitches they could go over the study questions themselves. They could
turn it over and write down any questions that they did not get right on
the test.
Annie commented on the fact that the use of the PRS allowed her to expand her
skill set and integrate new teaching methods into the classroom. The use of technology
allows her to differentiate instruction for many types of learners.
I feel most comfortable in a classroom setting where someone is lecturing
to me. So I feel more comfortable as a teacher using that same kind of
behavior. And the issue that I find is that teenagers don’t feel the same
way. So it is a struggle for me to find something that is more engaging.
Especially when the younger kids in high school have a hard time grasping
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what is going on in history because they are bored by it. So it would be
nice if I could find a lot more active things. It was a new experience it
didn’t seem like ...(a test) it felt more like a game. So the pressure was
off of them. I think that they liked seeing the results on the bottom it
showed the percentage of how many in the class got the question right.
Initially the students were skeptical about the purpose of the PRS system.
Eventually the PRS spurred discussion and debate about the different topics outside of
class time.
I think it helped them learn better together as a whole because they were
trying to help each other out. Because they would say, “I think it is
(answer) A” and then others would say, “yeah” or “no, no, no” because
choice A was in another chapter”. So it caused a lot of discussion in class
and even out of class. I had kids coming to me later saying, ‘I never would
have gotten that question on the test but since I got it wrong and we talked
about it. Now I know it so if it is on the test then I am set. At first they
said, (when using the PRS) ”Oh that was such a blow off class.” “We
didn’t do anything.” But [the students] did. Their test results went up a
little bit especially the LD kids.
The coach commented on how the practice of using the system enabled the class
and Annie to become more proficient in learning how to face the challenge of technical
glitches.
The first time we did it was hard because we had a lot of tech problems to
figure out. She has a motion detector in her room so it would not work.
But once we turned the lights off we were fine. There was not motion
detector to mess with the signal. So after the first experience she learned
the classroom management part of it. Some kids were writing a lot of the
questions down the ones that they got wrong. So it would be great to get a
system as a school so we would be able to use it in my room pre and
posttest. What do you already know about WWIII think it would make it
a little more fun?
Annie reflects on the way in which she has evolved as technology using teacher.
She has used technology to fill in the gaps in the curriculum that were left by what she
considers a deficient text. She refers back to her initial coach Ernie who helped her
enrich and enliven her lesson plans.
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My first e-TEAMS coach was Ernie. We worked together on a specific
lesson plan on the bubonic plague. The text book has about half a
paragraph talking about it so since 20 million died in Europe or a third of
Europe’s population died from that I thought it deserved a little more than
that. So Ernie and I pulled together a bunch of different resources. One
was actually a website that was interactive. They (students) click on a rat
and it brings up the different ports that the plague hit. And there is a TLC
(Turner X Classic?) video that had this acted out interpretation of what
happened in London right before the great fire. That was really good. And
it grossed out the kids because it talked about how it linked to today’s
news and the Western part of the US and how in the West there are still
people contracting the plague and sometimes they have to go to campsites
and kick everybody out and say, ’’Danger Plague.” So it kind of brings it
(the plague) to today.
And Ernie bought a rat that had something like real rat hair and we caged
it in a little coffin and we worked on it (built the suspense) all hour till the
kids had to find out what was in there. They really loved it. It ended up at
the end of the year that on my billboard they made a huge picture of the
plague and bubos and the rats and all of the kids can remember that the
bacteria actually caused the plague was called, Yersinia pestis. They still
remember that. They had so much fun and they were grossed out by it.
Those things that make them uncomfortable are what they like. We made
a whole packet of information along with a website activity for homework
on the plague.
Annie comments on how she will use technology in the future.
I hope to use technology in the classroom a lot more than I am using now.
I would like to double what I am doing now. (I’d like to do a lot higher
thinking and get “me” off the podium. I’d like to get them (students)
working together. I’d like to use a lot more technology and I’d like the
school system to have a lot more technology there.
The following is the lesson plan created by Annie and her e-coach Ernie.
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Lesson Title: Bubonic Plague
Grade Level: 9th
Time Allotment: 1 50 minute lesson

Overview: How bubonic Plague affected Europe and the World

Subject Matter: History Social Studies

Learning Objectives:
To familiarize the students with the concept of a disease that affected an entire continent for
years in the 1300’s. Understand the difference between an epidemic and a pandemic.

Media Components:
An introductory slideshow developed using PowerPoint.
Video: Monty Python and the Holy Grail

Materials:
PowerPoint slideshow, stuffed rat, handout

Prep for Teachers:
Teachers will need to organize review the video, and prepare the PowerPoint presentation

Introductory Activity:
Setting the Stage
Show 5-8 minute video of the Monty Python movie featuring a man pulling a cart through the
streets crying, “bring out your dead”.

Learning Activities:
The seven slides of the PowerPoint were shown and discussed with the students.
Slide 1- Picture of the actual flea that carries the Bubonic plague. Very small and the
blood gorged flea enlarged. Prompted: Many questions as to how the flea moved
around.
Slide 2- Picture of a rat. Mad the connection between the rat and the flea then rats get
on ships and travel from port to port as living conditions were not sanitary.

Figure 12. Annie Lesson Plan I
Continued, next page.
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Figure 12, cont’d.:
Slide 3- A world map reporting where the CDC has reported the plague in the last 30
years. (This slide lead to a lengthy discussion due to the students not knowing the
disease still existed. We spoke about the good hygiene practices that help slow down
and often stop the life cycle of the flea and rat carrying process.
Slide 4- Discussed the superstitions and ways that people, towns and even countries
tired to end the plague. Also discussed was the German town of Oberaumague , where
to this day, every 10 years, all towns people participate in the Passion Play. The
significance of this day is that it was part of a vowed in the 1300’s made by the towns
people. They vowed that if the plague stopped they would hold this play every 10 years.
And they have been true to their word ever since the 1300’s.
Slide 5- Overview of the European continent in the 1300’s
Slide 6- Discusses how the plague moved around Europe on ships inland via rats and
fleas, and all modes of transport in the day.
Slide 7- Actual pictures symptoms of the bubonic plague including, “bubo” eruptions
on peoples’ skin.
An overview of the slides.
(The project will be worked on with two teams of ten students each.) While one half of
the class is working on the project, other students will be working with the team teacher
on a separate assignment.
Students will first be given a card with a letter (A through K) and the Taskstream
website address and password that they will need to access online. They will then be
asked to go to the computer lab to enter the address and find their task.
Once each student will find the Taskstream site, he or she will see the following
directions:
Your task will be to research a topic that connects in some way to the reading of our
next novel, To Kill a Mockingbird. Once you have completed your reading of these
directions, find the topic that corresponds to your specific letter.
The first part of your task is to access the description of your topic and to read the
information carefully. In your own words, write notes on the important elements of that
description. (Limit yourself to 7-10 sentences.)

Continued, next page.
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Figure 12, cont’d.:

The second part of your task is to access the primary source document (a photograph, a
letter, a speech, a poster, etc.) that is connected in some way to your topic. Study the
piece and write a one-paragraph description of the document. Write another paragraph
on what connection the document has to your topic. Write a final paragraph on what
your personal reaction is/was to the primary source document.
The third part of your task is to prepare to present your information to the other ten
students using a computer and the connected television screen. You have two options.
Open a blank Microsoft Word document and type a summary of what you wrote in both
the first and second parts (described above). Or, if you are familiar with the PowerPoint
program, create a 6-10 slide presentation that includes the same information. With
whichever format you choose - either the Word or PowerPoint option - save a copy of
that file to the disk that was given to you.
Finally, you will take a turn to present your findings to the other group members.
Students are responsible for taking notes on the information that is presented in the
presentations.

Culminating Activity:
After students have completed their presentations, the teacher will briefly explain how
each topic will connect to their reading of the novel. Students will then begin reading
the text as a class. Topic connections will arise as they appear in the text.

Community Connections:
Students write about issues of race and class as they appear in their own community.
Students interview a family or community member about their memories of significant
events from the town’s past.

Student Materials:
Handout of Taskstream account information or handout of same information
Paper and pen or pencil, computer disk_
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSIONS
Chapter 5 presents the conclusions of the dissertation study along with
recommendations for teacher educators and staff developers who are concerned with
infusing technology into teacher practices.
Four broad research questions framed the study:
1) Will technology coaching have an impact on teacher readiness and
confidence in technology integration?
2) Will technology coaching have an impact on the learning of new
technological skills by coached teachers?
3)

Will technology coaching have an impact on teachers using technology as
professional support and curriculum development tool?

4) Will technology coaching have an impact on technology as an instructional
delivery tool?
To review the findings of the study, I will first summarize the interview data and
then present overall conclusions based on the six interviews.

Summary of the Interviews

Common Motivations
In the interviews, teachers repeatedly emphasized that they were interested in
learning more about technology for the following reasons:
•

They thought it would benefit their students’ learning experiences.
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•

They recognized that students might need instructional experiences that engage
them in learning academic material in new ways.

•

They hoped to overcome organizational barriers such as lack of computer
equipment, lack of repairs, lack of time, and lack of administrative support.

•

They sought support to enable them to integrate technology into their teaching—
specifically, computers and computer software, the Internet, video, digital
cameras, and communications software.

Commonly Used Technologies
The Internet, computer software, and video resources were the most commonly
used technologies by all of the teachers during e-TEAMS, but individual projects used
digital cameras, graphing calculators, electronic keyboards, or voice recognition
software. Many teachers and coaches combined several technologies in their lesson
plans.
Coaches introduced teachers to free or inexpensive online digital productivity
tools they had not used before, including Portaportal (a web-based book marking tool),
Taskstream (a web-based teacher management tool), Web Wizard (a lesson plan and
website building tool), and Marco Polo (an Internet academic content website).
Although these digital tools were not formally part of the lesson plans created by
teachers and coaches, many teachers cited them as among the most important elements
of the project. These softwares became launching pads for lesson design and delivery.
All the teachers in the interviews noted that when using this software they began
seriously learning aspects of electronic communications (e-mail attachments and
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PowerPoint presentations) and how to apply online learning resources to their
classroom (Internet research for academic content and technology-integrated
assignments for students).
These findings relate to Research Question Two: “Will technology coaching
have an impact on learning new technological skills by coached teachers? “ The data
suggests, as seen in Sandra and Annie’s experience, that when technology was directly
and immediately applied to the teaching situation, the teachers had more reason to try it
on their own, practice it, and use it in their work.

Teachers Began with Technologies That Were Familiar
In deciding what technologies to include in their lesson plans, teachers initially
tended to choose technologies they had some prior familiarity or basic level of
knowledge. This meant using videos to support a teaching unit, accessing the Internet
to get additional professional support, or creating assignments for students to do online
research. This makes sense given the time demands facing classroom teachers who may
feel that learning a new technology will involve more time and energy than they have
during the school year.
Annie, Sandra, Leo, and Ted decided to learn more about new, less familiar
technologies. Interactions with their coaches gave them the confidence that they could
learn new skills and apply them in ways that made logistical tasks easier or enhanced
curriculum design and delivery.
In terms of Research Question 4, over the course of the e-TEAMS project, all of
the teachers worked within their primary technology interests. They were content with
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doing more with familiar technologies and expanding the ways they might use those
technologies in their lessons.
Other teachers like Sandra learned about technologies that many observers
would consider basic, such as email attachments or PowerPoint presentations. These
teachers, however, saw this as a significant change in their professional practice. Other
teachers started to integrate previously unexplored forms of technology such
homegrown classroom websites or digital cameras and iMovie software. In these cases,
the teachers said that e-coaching was a major motivating force in their decision to learn
the uses or at least test the potential of new technologies.

Lesson Planning Started Slowly
At the outset of the project, all of the teachers expressed uncertainty about what
technologies to use in teaching or how to imagine integrating unfamiliar technologies
into lesson plans. Complex school organizations and busy teacher work lives tended to
stymie the selection of technologies and the development of lesson plans. It was
difficult for teachers and coaches to stick to lesson plan template that the e-TEAMS
project wanted them to follow.
e-coaches found they had to offer many suggestions before teachers were ready
to commit to a project idea. Once lesson plan development was underway, teachers said
they appreciated it when coaches constantly sought to reinvigorate the technology
development process. In this way, frustration with the new was less able to sidetrack
enthusiasm for change. Teachers found themselves most comfortable with coaches who
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acted as a technology resource and a supportive change partner who kept the technology
infusion process moving forward.

e-Coaching Relationships Had to be Negotiated Over Time
At the outset of the e-coaching project, designers of e-TEAMS imagined that
teachers might have differing views about the role of an e-coach in their classroom. It
was assumed that: a) some teachers might initially view the coaches as experts rather
than partners whose role was to give them step-by-step instructions for incorporating
technological tools; b) other teachers, familiar with making their own decisions about
classroom activities, might express skepticism about how they were going to work with
an e-coach on curriculum design and instructional activities; or c) other teachers would
be comfortable with figuring out the role of the e-coach as the school year and they
would easily anticipate ways they could work with their e-coach. The interviews
revealed there was no one overall response on the part of the teachers. At the same
time, it was apparent that teachers and e-coaches had to negotiate how they were going
to work together to use technology in the classroom. In so doing, they found ways to
make the coaching process both productive and engaging.
For e-coaches, differing teacher responses meant they had to create their role
while they were in the role, e-coaches found they needed multiple strategies for
coaching. All of the e-coaches were new to the role of technology coach, even though
several e-coaches had past technology professional development experiences in the
form of workshops and presentations. Whatever technology was chosen as a lesson
plan focus worked best when it had the following features: (1) teachers felt it could
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enhance curriculum planning and design; (2) teachers believed it could be successfully
accessed without the coach present; and (3) teachers saw it as a way to make their daily
work happen more effectively.

Infusion of Technology Happens Slowly
During the project, teachers who had not been using technology regularly in
their teaching did not quickly make the transition to frequent users of computers, the
Internet, and other technological resources. Often, teaches would decide to use
technology, but then found they lacked the time to implement it without the assistance
of their e-coach. For e-coaches, this meant they had to restart the lesson planning
process and refocus instructional ideas several times. Often this meant demonstrating
how technology can assist teachers with matters that needed immediate attention—
attendance records, grading, home/school communication—before returning to the
broader lesson plan and pedagogical change process.

Teaching Approaches Affected Technology Choices
While teachers tended to describe themselves as inquiry-based and constructivist
in their philosophies, teacher lesson plans showed marked differences in approaches to
instruction. Some teachers created a classroom setting that featured large group
learning and adult-directed lessons while other teachers preferred small group and
cooperative learning formats where students pose questions and find answers through
the use of engaging curriculum materials.
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Henry Becker, among others, has observed that infusing technology into
teaching relates directly to how teachers define their craft and deliver their lessons in
the classroom. In Becker’s research, teachers who exhibit a “constructivist” approach
are more likely to use computers and the Internet to implement inquiry-based lessons,
small group work, active questioning, and student projects, portfolios, and performances
(2000, pp. 10-11, 28). He also suggests that ’’those teachers who report having changed
their instructional practices in constructivist-oriented directions are the same teachers
who have most thoroughly employed computers in their teaching and who have taken
advantage of new opportunities incorporating the Internet into their instruction” (Becker
& Ravitz, 1999, p. 381). In other words, teachers who favor a student-centered
classroom environment tend to use technology in more expansive ways, but using
technology expansively may also promote more student-centered approaches by
teachers.
For example, Sandra often talked in her interview about using inquiry-based
teaching methods found it easy to envision and employ different ways to integrate
technology in the classroom. She chose technology projects more quickly than the
teachers who used more traditional methods, and she showed a greater willingness to
integrate a number of different technologies in the classroom environment. Some
teachers found that the use of different types of technologies opens the field for
reaching different types of learning needs and interests. Annie has redesigned her
approach to teaching. She began the year with the following statement to her students,
“During each classroom period.”
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The interviews did not reveal conclusive evidence of teachers changing their
overall instructional orientation as a result of technology coaching. At the same time,
Andrea and Ted who tended to use more traditional methods did open up their
classrooms to e-coaches and new technologies, suggesting that at least that they began
considering new ways to deliver curriculum to students. They explored new
technologies that allowed them to continue the same habits and customs that they were
familiar with but at a more rapid or convenient pace.
In all the interviews, technology integration by teachers was shown to be a
developmental process that involves time, support, and energy. While stating that ecoaching in e-TEAMS offered a beginning for them as technology using educators,
participants in the project felt that their schools needed to do more to support their
continuing professional learning. Only if this support happens, the teachers said, will
technology move from the margins to the center of teaching in schools.
In terms of Research Question Four: “Will technology coaching have an impact
on technology as an instructional delivery tool?” the data suggests that technology may
have encouraged the teachers to begin or to expand on the ways in which they
differentiated instruction for their students. By design, technology software opened new
routes to learning.

Summary of the Research Questions
The e-TEAMS model was introduced in an effort to bridge a “digital
disconnect” between teacher readiness—or lack thereof—and student and societal
expectations with regard to the use of technology in the classroom. By focusing
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primarily on teachers who considered themselves “not confident” or “somewhat
confident” in integrating technology into classroom practice, I sought to discover
whether a coaching or “translator” approach might instigate lasting change in
instructional and technology practices.
Each of the four research questions was confirmed by the interview data.

Research Question 1
Based on the interviews, technology coaching did have an impact on teacher
readiness and confidence in technology integration in teaching. All the teachers who
were interviewed, like virtually every teacher who participated in the e-TEAMS project,
began work with their e-coach feeling less than confidence about their computer
knowledge and technology skills. They were interested in using technology in teaching,
but were unsure about their abilities to do so. During the interviews, every teacher
indicated that they now felt better about themselves as a computer-using educator. That
is, they were both interested in using technology in teaching and they were generally
more positive about their abilities to make technology integration happen smoothly and
successfully.

Research Question 2
Based on the interviews, technology coaching did have an impact on the
learning of new technical skills by the teachers. Each teacher reported that she or he
had learned to new skills, mainly in the areas of computer use and software
applications. The skills learned ranged from the basic to the more advanced. For
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Sandra, the learning of new skills included very basic understandings about email as a
form of electronic communication and digital cameras as a way to record visual images.
Sandra began the project without a strong background in technology. For Annie, new
skills meant trying new technological devices including holding online office hours the
night before giving an exam to her high school students and exploring the uses of
personal response system technology in the classroom.

Research Question 3
Based on the interviews, technology coaching did have an impact on how
teachers used technology as a professional development and as a curriculum
development tool. From a professional development perspective, the teachers mostly
concentrated on the ways that technology could help them manage record keeping,
communicate with families and colleagues, and complete writing activities quickly and
efficiently. From a curriculum development perspective, teachers were eager to use
technology to assist them in planning lessons and researching academic content for
class.

Research Question 4
Based on the interviews, technology coaching had an impact on teacher use of
technology as a classroom instructional tool, although the extent of the impact may be
less in this area than the areas covered by the other three research questions. Sandra, an
elementary school teacher, and Annie and Leo, both high school teachers, began to use
computers and other information technologies as a direct component of classroom

teaching, and in so doing, established new patterns for how their classes were taught.
The other teachers did less with technology as a classroom instructional tool when
compared with how they used technology for professional development and curriculum
development purposes.

Conclusions

A Teacher Technology Use Continuum
The results of the study summarized by the four research questions raise an
interesting portrait of teacher computer use in the e-TEAMS project. Since the purpose
of the technology coaching was to support teachers in using computers and other
technologies, it makes sense that technology use would increase. What is interesting
here are the areas where the increases in the use technology actually occurred. Figure
5.1 presents a teacher technology use continuum for the six teachers who participated in
the interviews. The continuum ranges from what can be called back stage to front stage
in teaching. That is, from activities that occur when the teacher is not in the classroom
with students to activities that occur when the teacher is in a classroom with students.
All the activities on the continuum present aspects of the work of a teacher, but the front
stage issues are those that are normally associated with the delivery of academic content
during scheduled class time.
Three key areas of technology infusion characterize the continuum:
Professional Support, Curriculum Development, and Instructional Delivery.
Professional support includes software and hardware that assist in the employment of
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email messages, classroom website publication, word processing, and PDF files. The
use of these technologies helped the teachers to facilitate the logistical challenges in
their day. Whether it was to communicate with parents or to record grades these
technologies facilitated work with students in and indirect manner. Curriculum
Development can be described as Internet research, assessments, or assignments from
web-based or information technology-based resources that enrich the lesson planning
process. Instructional delivery refers to teaching methods and approaches related to
inside and outside the classroom instruction of students.
Interestingly, the six teachers in this study used technology all along the teacher
use continuum, from the back of the stage class preparation and management to front of
the stage class delivery and follow-up directly with students. What is noticeable from
the continuum is how teachers tended to use back of the stage learning about technology
to propel front of the stage use of technology. None of the teachers in the coaching
project went directly from learning about a new technology to using it in the front of the
stage with students. Rather, they spent time learning about technology at the back of
the stage before they ventured to use it directly with students. Lawrence, for example,
did web research on history resources for his own curriculum development purposes
before he asked his students to put away the textbook and research primary sources on
their own using the Web. Sharon let her e-coach do the first versions of two projects
using digital cameras, scanners and PowerPoint software before she tried to do it herself
without the assistance of her e-coach.
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While it is difficult to generalize based on the experiences of just six teachers in
one technology coaching project, the need for teachers to progress from back of the
stage to front of the stage in technology integration may be an important concept for
staff developers and teacher educators to consider as they design future technology
integration projects. Teachers who are venturing into new realms need the security of
seeing how an innovative practice is going to work before committing themselves fully
to that practice. Recent research from the USEIT Study done by researchers at the
Boston College Lynch School of Education established that teachers tend to assign little
value to new and unfamiliar technologies (like Palm Pilots for students) until they have
used them in their classes. Then their view of the technology changes to one that is
decidedly more positive.
A similar pattern may be at work in e-coaching for technology integration.
Teachers need opportunities to try out technology ideas for themselves in a professional
development or curriculum development mode before they are ready to try them in an
instructional format with students. E-coaches then provide a valuable, indeed, essential
role in getting teachers to try new ideas in ways that the teachers consider safe and non¬
threatening. Then, and with the assistance of the e-coach, the teacher feels ready to
bring the new idea to the front of the stage and use it with students.

Issues for Teacher Educators
The experiences of teachers in the e-TEAMS project raise important issues for
teacher educators and staff developers. First, overwhelmingly, teachers began the
project thinking about instructional technology in terms of familiar technologies. In
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many ways, this is a fine starting point. Much about the educational possibilities
presented by computers, digital cameras, scanners, the Internet and other new
technologies are not self-evident. Many teachers do not know what they do not know
and starting with the familiar provides a way to move to the less familiar. When
Sandra’s kindergartners recorded audio messages to their parents to accompany
PowerPoint presentations of their work in school or Ted’s high school seniors helped
author a class website, both teachers were learning uses of computers they had barely
imagined. Moreover, there is a key basic learning principle underlying teacher choices
of familiar technologies. Learning new things happens best when students incorporate
what they already know and use that information as the basis for new knowledge. This
is a common idea when teachers thinking about the children and adolescents in their
classes. Noting that the same principle applies to teachers is an important insight for
school and university people who are organizing technology-related professional
development activities.
Second, e-coaches provided teachers with new information and helped them
gain new skills that they felt they did not have the knowledge or time to gain on their
own. Even though the process of coaching was not always a smooth one, teachers
found working with an e-coach to be an overall productive experience. But, developing
one or two technology-infused lesson plans was not the only positive result of ecoaching. Few teachers have the opportunity to reflect on their teaching goals and
practices, and discuss these ideas with someone else. Teaching is and ever-changing
practice, and taking time to partner, pause, consider, plan and reconsider is not a
familiar activity for educators—whether the focus is technology or some other part of
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the curriculum. In this sense, e-coaches promote professional dialogue and reflection
that is beneficial and should be encouraged.
e-TEAMS raises an issue of whether this type of model is sustainable over time.
On the one hand, part of the effectiveness of e-TEAMS came from the contributions of
the coaches who were able to alleviate time pressures and add to the technology
knowledge of the participating teachers. Once the relationship ended, the teachers again
had to sustain their regular commitments and continue implementing technology
without support of coaches. Andrea’s comments at the end of her interview show some
of the difficulties of this situation.
At the same time, for colleges and universities that prepare teachers, the
opportunity to create and sustain e-TEAMS partnerships seems ready-made. Those
institutions have schools and teachers to work with as well as many college students
who have technological expertise to share. Such partnerships can support the learning
of teachers and e-coaches as well, creating a win-win situation for everyone. Over time,
as teachers become confident with technology, they will need less outside support, and
they can become inside supports for other teachers in their school. In this way, the
change-inducing impacts of technology on teacher learning and classroom instruction
can grow over time within the culture of the schools.
E-teachers tended to use more inquiry-based teaching methods and found it
easier to envision different ways to use technology in the classroom. These teachers
decided on their technology projects more quickly than teachers who used more
traditional methods, and they showed a greater willingness to integrate a number of
different technologies in the classroom environment. We did not find conclusive

evidence of teachers changing their overall instructional orientation as a result of
technology coaching. At the same time, those teachers who tended to use more
traditional methods did open up their classrooms to coaches and new technologies,
suggesting that at least that they began considering other ways to deliver technologyinfused curriculum to students.

Is e-TEAMS a Viable Model?
Given these findings, does e-TEAMS technology coaching represent a
promising, viable teacher professional development model? The answer is yes, because
technology coaching addresses two factors that have persistently short-circuited the
integration of technology into teacher practices for more than two decades. First,
learning to use technology in schools takes time. One U. S. Department of Education
study found that teachers with at least 32 hours of technology professional development
were more likely to assign problem-solving tasks, demonstrations, and simulations than
were teachers with less than 8 hours of professional development (Stats in Brief, 2000).
But many school districts are unable to offer teachers this kind of sustained time to
learn technology.
Second, even when teachers have access to computers and other technologies,
and they have time to learn about them, it is difficult to change one’s long-held
practices and teach differently. Change in teacher practices usually does not happen in
dramatic ways. Rather, teachers change what they teach and how they teach in a slow,
evolutionary manner. They need to try on a new approach, experiment with it, and
slowly make it part of their professional repertoire. This certainly seems to be the case
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with technology where veteran educators tend to feel less well prepared to use it and
less inclined to invest the time needed to learn to do so (Stats in Brief, 2000).
The importance of time and the need to try out new approaches reinforce the
importance of a “technology translator” or “e-coach” who supports teachers as they
make modifications to their classroom practices. Too often, for technology staff
development, teachers have been given access to “outside experts,” but not inside
change partners. The outside expert delivers workshops, provides information, or
answers e-mail inquiries, but new ideas do not make their way into the fabric of daily
life in the classroom. An inside change partner, by contrast, is positioned to play a
uniquely different professional development role.
e-coaches were able to meet with teachers in her or his classroom, come to know
the students and their interests, research academic content and technology practices, and
bring new ideas to the classroom, e-coaches were able to stay involved for a long
enough period of time—several months in most cases—for two technology-infused
lesson plans to be designed, taught, reassessed, written down, and presented at either a
regional conference or in the coaches’ graduate course meetings. Given the opportunity
to work together, teachers and coaches became a change-creating team, and when the
year was over, each left with ideas and legacies of how technology-based change can
happen in classrooms.
The experience of e-TEAMS suggests that the exponential growth that marks
technology’s presence throughout society may be similarly set in motion to transform
how teachers use technology. Over time, in school after school, a teacher and an ecoach can generate innovative curriculum and instructional practices. That teacher can
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become an e-coach for another teacher, followed by those two teachers becoming ecoaches for two more teachers, and so on. Broad new patterns of teaching and learning
will emerge from this multiplication of change.
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